j f The Venetian Twins" opens tonight in Strider Theater. See review p. 10,
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not allowed - for now

get across the river and asked the
frog if he could ride on his back.
By Aly ssa Schwenk
"Don't be silly," said the frog.
STAFFWRITER
¦
"You'll sting me if I let you ride on
ana B_a___ R_ H___iKaH _Bn__HHHn __>MHMV _.>^
As tensions in the Middle East my back."
The scorpion replied, "If I did
rise, many people are predicting
what will happen,including several that, we'd both drown and why
would I want that?"
professorshere at Colby.
So the frog let the scorpion on his
"Militarily,there is no doubt that
the United States could defeat Iraq, back and began to swim across the
even though it could still be a river. Halfway across, the scorpion
politically," said stung the frog. As they were going
disaster
Government Professor Guilain down, the frog asked the scorpion,
Deneoux, who teaches two classes "But why did you sting me?" to
which the scorpion replied, "We're
on Middle Eastern politics.
"There could be a return to in the Middle East."
terrorist tactics directed at the U.S.
Philosophy Professor Yeager
and the west in general," he said. Hudson believes America will
Denoeux added that it has probably go to war, though he
become fairly irrelevant whether or would like to think we willnot have
not the United.States should be there to. However, he does feel that the
U.S. is justified in sending troops to
at all.
'It wasa mistaketo send somany the region.
"It seemsto me wehavea caseof
troops so early, but the fact is, the
are
there
and
it
just
remains
blatant
aggression [on the part of
troops
[to be seenl how they will deal with Iraq] and an opportunity to
it."
strengthen the United Nation's role
Classics and History Professor in oppressing such behavior," lie
Josef Roisman, who is visiting from said.
Israel, feels that "both sides will
Hudson also feels that a more
have to cave in."
constructive influence would be
When asked his opinion on the effective, as well as treating the The Bridge wrote gay pride messages on sidewalks last Friday.
crisis, he related this parable:
Palestinians with fairness.
There was a scorpion and a frog Furthermore, he doesn't feel the
By Laura Pavlenko
by a river. The scorpion wanted to
Guesses continued on page4
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
allocated for students to freely
express their ideas, said Seitzinger.
Writing on the sidewalks will no Other colleges, like Smith College
longer be approved until January and the University of South Florida
when Dean of Studen ts Janice have similar systems.
Seitzinger proposes a permanent
Dean of the College Earl Smith
policy to the Student Affairs suggested using the sidewalk near
Committee.
the benches outside the Student
After allowing gay pride Center for unrestricted free speech.
messages to be written in chalk on "Nobody would be able to draw the
campus sidewalks last Friday,Dean line [limiting free speech]," said
of Students Janice Seitzinger then Smith. "Free expression is what
approved another request by a Colby is all about."
student to write pro-heterosexual
But, said Seitzinger, "We'd be
messages on the pathways.
reluctant to allow writing all over
But at a meeting on Monday, the place," said Seitzinger.
Seitzinger and the Student Affairs
Members of The Bridge, Colby's
Committee agreed that she would gay,lesbian,and straight club asked
not permit writing until she Associate Dean of Housing Paul
considered the matter further.
Johnston last Thursday, after the
The new policy may suggest that Echo released a story on recent antiProf. _ 'eager Hudson talks to a student
p hoto by Hilary Rabbins
a permanent, controlled area be graffiti around campus,if they could
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STAFF WRITER

The Colby Bookstore has suffered
significant financial losses this year due to the
competition ofthe local Iron Horse Bookstore,
accord ing to Arnold Yasinski,administrative
vice-president and Bruce Barnard, manager
of tho Colby Bookstore.
-.,
"When I spoke at the faculty meeting, I
tried to convey that there is, however small, a
financial implication Involved for Colby"
because of the extreme loss of revenue, said
Yasinski.
Ho said Colby has suffered the loss of
some $20,000 in revenue during the 1989-90
school year. Although not all of that is a direct

result of competition from the Iron Horse, he
estimated that an average of $12,000 was.
This loss arisesfrom the needfortheColby
Bookstore to provide all of the textbooks for
all of the courses offered each semester.
Freight payment to send unpurchased
books back to the publisher as well as labor
costs constitute a major portion of the
overhead that Colby loses when students by
books elsewhere.
Textbook operation at the Colby Bookstore
is designed to breakeven. Any profit derived
from book sales goes directl y back into the
Colby budget, and any loss suffered must
come out of revenue. According to Barnard ,
50,000 books were sent back to tho publisher
last year, a significant increase over previous

p hoto by Craig Appelbaum
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Colby Bookstore losing money to Iron Horse
By Jessica D'Ercole

j

writechalk messages promoting gay
rights the following morning.
Both Seitzinger and Smith
approved The Bridge's actions. "We
were not making a lasting Colby
policy,"said Smith. "[The gay pride
messages] seemed like a good idea."
Along with a banner hanging
outside of Roberts Union that read
"Gay pride at Colby," chalk
messages promoting gay, lesbian,
and heterosexual rights covered the
sidewalks.
"It was a good time for us to be
visible" after the Echo reported on
the homophobic graffiti,said Cheryl
Gariepy '91, a member of The Brid ge.
"We knew [the gay pride messages]
would offend some people," she
said. "[Administrative approval]
was a way of safe-guarding against
that."Q

years.
"This loss comes out of everybod y's
pocket, not only students but paid faculty
and administrators ," said Barnard .
Many students question why the Colby
Bookstore has to make money and why they
can't just sell theirtextbooksatcost. A ccording
to Barnard , this is impossible without
suffering a legal suit, since all bookstore arc
required to set prices according to generally
accepted pricingstandards. Forexample,since
Mr. Paperback needs to make a profit,it might
sue Colby for selling books at cost.
Statistics indicate that competition with
Iron Horse is having a significant financial
impact upon Colby. According to Barnard , in
Bookstores continued on page 6 Bruce Bar nard

photo by Sarah Pahl
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parties.This system would be "more
convenient than having students
sign up for parties," said Masters,
who hopes to get the system set up
By Doug Hill
as early as next semester.
STAFFWRITER
Presently, students must sign
Hoping to provide "a more up ahead of time for each party if
interesting social scene," students alcohol is served. Masters feels that
have proposed a social fee system this is inconvenient for ' many
that would includeall party fees as students who are not sure whether
a lump sum in the semester tuition, they want to go until it's too late to
according to Patty Masters '91, sign up.Under the social fee system,
student association social chair.
students will have already paid for
The proposal, a response to all of the parties that semester.
complaints about the social life at
However, there are two major
Colby,would allow the social feeto problems facing the social fee
be distributed to people organizing system. The first is that it may be

illegal to use the money collected
from the fees on alcohol. Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger is
discussing the problem with
Colby's lawyers.
The second problem is that
students may object to to paying
one big fee at the beginning of the
year. Additionally, students who
do not drink may not want to pay
for alcohol.
Masters proposed some
solutions including "two separate
fees, one for drinkers and one for
non-drinkers." This may be a
problem because college funds
cannot be used to buy alcohol.

However, Masters stressed that
alcohol is just one part of a party,
and that most of the money goes
toward entertainment.
According to Shawn Crowley
'91, president of the Student
Association, "the direction that the
social fee goes in depends on the
Student Affairs subcommittee
assigned to the problem.Themoney
can either be used to pay for alcohol
ahead of time or just to pay for the
entertainment."
Whether the social fee goes into
effect depends on two things: the
conclusions of the Stu-A
subcommittee and
st u dent

By Mike Zhe

STAFF WRITER

Some students are wrestling with theidea
of not traveling abroad next semester as the
situation in the Persian gulf intensifies.
Felicia Gefvert '92, who had planned to
study in France next semester, may decide
not to go.
"I've talked to my parents and they're not
feeling too good about me going," she said.
"It's really scary, really frustrating, because
as a junior, this is my chance to go away and
it 's the time I've been waiting for since I came
to Colby."
Concerns about the safety of students
abroad arose after an unknown pro-Iraqi
group threatened the safety of American
students stud ying in Italy. Syracuse
University's study-abroad center in Florence
received letters which threatened to harm
American students in the event of a United
States attack on Iraq.
The U-S. State Department has not given
any credibility to the threat, however, and
currently has not issued warnings against
studying in Italy.
Junior Caroline Earle said she still has
every intention of going to Germany next
semester, regardless of the threats against
American students.
"I try not to think about the threats," she

SyracuseUniversity's "Villa Rossa " Center,
which has received bomb theatsfrom a pro-Iraqi group.
said. "But I feel like I can't let my life be ruled
by terror. If you give in to the fear, then the
terrorists will have succeeded."
She said that although her father is wary
of her traveling abroad, her mother agreed
with her about not giving in to the threats.
Earle added that she will still go to Germany
"unless my program is cancelled or my
parents refuse to pay for me to go away."

No programs have been affected so far,
nor have any Colby students withdrawn from
other programs, according to Jon Weiss,
Director of Off-Campus Study. Weiss
indicated, however, that he will be meeting
with school officials, including President
Cotter, to discuss what actions should be
taken in the event of a war.
"Our [Colby] programs are entirely

Arati-trust case nears end,
Colby looks to be cleared
By David Holtzman
STAFF WRITER

More than a year after Colby was asked to
submit its financial record s for an investigation
into collusion in setting tuition costs and financial
aid packages, the U. S.Justice Department has yet
to call back.
"We have not been asked for depositions,"
said President Cotter. "My guess is that [this
indicates] they're probably at or near the end of
their investigation."
Severalschools,includingBowdoin,havcbeon
asked to submit written statements which maybe
used in a forthcoming court case.
He could not say whether Colby might be a
target in a suit, because the Justice Department
has given tho College no information. It is likely
that Bowdoin is a target and that Colby was
fortunate to clear the deposition hurdle,
In August of 1989 the federal government asked

photoby Hilary Rabb ins

Colby,along with 55 other colleges, for information
that was part of a large-scale investigation into
collusion among various colleges.
There is no consortium of schools which actually
meets to discuss changes in tuition and financial aid,
Cotter said. The only comparable organization is
the Overlap Group on Financial Aid,which Colby is
not about to quit, according to Cotter.
Yale was the only school to drop out of the group
after the Justice Department openeditsinvestigation,
Cotter said. He said he suspected Yale left simply
because "it takes too much time to fight these cases."
"We don't think there is [illegal collusion]
occurring,"hesaid."There were never peoplcsitting
down and saying, all right, you go up five percent
and we'll go up this much. But there are
discussions...we do talk to the other schools to find
out what their costs will be and they want to know
ours."
"Most of the schools arc waiting to hear the
government make clear what it is it's after," he said,
adding that colleges arc going out of their way to
avoid saying anything that could be interpreted as
admitting guilt in a collusion scheme. ?

response. If the subcommittee
approves the idea, then there will
be hall meetings for the Hall
Presidents to get student feedback.
Then the Presidents' Council will
decide whether to approve the
system.
The social fee system was
proposed and rejected last year
because students felt that it was
unnecessary. But now, because of
the controversy over the alcohol
policy, the situation has changed.
"Now is a good timefor tryinga
social fee because the college is in
an experimental stage," said
Masters. ?

integrated , Weiss said. Unlike other
institutions, Colby does not have specific
"American Schools" abroad for students.
"Terrorists aimed at American centers are
therefore less likely to affect [Colby],", he
said.
Nevertheless, all travel arrangements for
Colby programs have been made on nonU.S. carriers, and students are being advised
by the State Department to "dress
inconspicuously and refrain from using
English on the street."
Lucy Yeager '93, was accepted into :the
Colby in Cork program, but the growing
unrest has led her to "seriously consider not
going."
"Right now, though, I'll go ahead like I'm
going," she said, but added that, since she is
a sophomore, she may choose to utilize her
study abroad opportunity next year.
"We have no intention to cancel any Colby
programs [at this moment],"Weiss said. Like
Gefvert and Earle, though, many students
have organized their study-abroad plans
through other institutions, and must wait to
hear whether or not their programs have
been cancelled.
Right now,though,the choiceto withdraw
from a study-abroad program "is an
individual decision which only the student,
in cooperation with parents, must make,"
said Elizabeth Todrank, study abroad
counselor D

Physical Plant workers
to vote on union today
,44u»+u itit )4imt nt_ m iii nni ii nwn ». .ui_ * p

ByByttn Feeloy
STAFF WRITER

Warkcraa. the Physical Plant (PPD? will vetotodayon Wh othoror nc. t they
want to form a union. said William TurkcwHz,Teamsters business agent.
PPD Assistant Director Go. don Cheesman said tha... the worker*approve
a union, tft t. union will portferpate a>. a thiw. party In any disev««..ott about
working:conditions,wages, Or bew&fi._ >
Tu.kGwltehopes that Teamsters Local 340 can provide the opportunity for
mmtiiwmsitmbetween m. W£emer. fc *w4 w>ri«w. which h e believe. ,. . "m
warn*., that ttu. pe.0pt.. dw't have now/'
Cbeosman tfaid "our hope is that ihe Vote Will fee fo Colby'*favor," Which
"
does not support a union*
_
Km. $imiM w,a. workerin the tw . .ntw. w. e department,expects wotke. *at
tiutPPDtoM}<*t .h0t^M/W0^
need one/ said tSlttmoou.
Turkowltj sdld not specify hi. expectations,stating only stated that ho wants
the went
PPD worker*to hove Teamste . representation. He believe, that even
m, Twkewtt;
tk.
refo
worker^anagomen.
.
latere, t in .. wrfaw hai. Improved
said that the "people in charge ate paying more attention to them (worker^
now/' Q

Soarum examines racism
By David Holtzman
STAFF WRITER
Returning from her summer break, a
Colby student reaches her assigned room,
After unloading her suitcases, she waits in
anticipation of the arrival of her new
roommate. Finally the roommate walks in
the door, and the two students exchange
hellos and pleasantries. All appears well,but
the two are privately gasping at the fact that
one of them is white and the other black.
The shock these students express strikes
many Colby students as unlikely, since 30
years have past since the Civil Ri ghts
movement reached its peak.
To eradicate subtle racism, members of
the Colby chapter of the Society Organized
Against Racism (SOAR) held a Soarum on
Nov. 28. The show consisted of seven skits
and two other acts,in addition to discussion
of each scene.
"We wanted two cultural presentations,"
said Joel Mackall '93, who led the discussion
between acts. "There wasn't going to be any
preaching to the audience."
Mackall said he was pleased with the

By Amira Bahu
STAFF WRITER
^
Biology 493students are getting
their hands dirty and gaining real
experience as they examine a bog
on Great Pond for their semesterlong project.
The Tilcon Corporation asked
Colby's biology class "Problems in
Environmental Science"to examine
the possible effects of mining gravel
from land located on the northeast
shores of Great Pond. The class
decided to investigate the Bog, and
it will present a report of their results
to The Great Bog Protection
Association,
Last May, Tilcon, a multinational company, filed an
application with the Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP)
to mine the area between The Great
Bog and Horse Point Road in North
Belgrade.

number of students and faculty who attended,
filling almost three forths of Lovejoy 100. He
was also impressed by the audience's
participation. He had worried that people
wouldn't participate in the discussions, but
more ideas were brought up than time
allowed for.
Skits used in similar shows at Brown
University were modified in what was the
first such event sponsored by Colby SOAR.
Scenes showing blacks and whites at the
lunch tables, or a white student asking a
black student to Screw Your Roommate,
portrayed racism, either overt or covert.
"It was [exaggerated] somewhat to make
a point," said Robin Lauzon '93, participant
in Soarum. "You will notice that they
fminorities] all sit together in the cafeteria,
but they sit with whites, too. Also,there's no
pressure at Colby on people to avoid
interracial dating, which is great."
Some of [the skits] can be applied to
events that have happened at Colby, or that
could happen here,"Mackall said."You could
find a lot of racism here really easily. It's not
a consistent attitude but it's defi nitely there.
A lot of it is fear. People are afraid to accept
each other's differences."

"We've been to the area about
five times already thisyear,and itis
very beautiful. But it is not our job
to make a judgement on Tilcon's
proposal. All we do is study the
area and present the facts," said
Karin Wagner '91.
"The class is divided into three
groups, each group studying a
different aspect of the area. One
group concentrates on classification
and water quality, while another
group on geology hydrology, and
the thi r d group on land use
patterns,"said oneof theclass'three
professors, David Firmage. The
other two are Professor RussellCole
and Professor Herb Wilson.
The formation of The Great Bog
Protection Association , a large
group of concerned citizens, was a
bi g factor in slowing Tilcon 's
motions for approval.
The Association put out a

p hoto by Sarah Pohl

Joel Mackall
Cicely Finley '94 opened Soarum by
reading two poems by Langston Hughes, a
black writer in the 1920s. She said Soarum
was important in its depiction of cultural as
well as racial differences, calling this
"diversity within diversity."
Showing a different form of cultural
racism, there was a skit in which a teacher
chided a white student f or not knowing who
was president in 1963, while all the black
students knew. Also, a black student was

pamphlet describing Tilcon s
proposal and its effects. It states
that mining the area would upset
the serenity of the surroundings
because Tilcon proposes to operate
a "crusher," a machine that breaks
rock into a finer gravel.The crusher
would be fueled by a 10,000 gallon
fuel storage tank within 100 to 150
feet of the Great Pond wetland.
Tilcon also proposes to run 52
fourteen-yard long trucks per day,
six days a week, which would add
noise and air pollution to the area.
The president of Tilcon's Benton
office had no comment on the
company's future plans.
"I am very concerned about the
outcome of this matter. Not only
for myself, but for the community,
and for Colby. The site is right next
to one piece of Colby property, and
across the pond from the other.But
noise travels well across water,"

scolded for being unaware, unlike her white
counterparts, of Martin Luther King's
assassination date. The teacher assumed that
a student should know more than the next
person about a historical event,simply based
on skin color.
"People will claim that they're not racist,
bu t it's more than that," said Mackall. "It's
respecting that people are different, not
denying it but accepting it. Different cultures
and people of different back grounds should
be able to live together."
He pointed out that Colby is a very
progressive school when it comes to
expressing racial differences, but that th is
progress has always had its limits.
"This school has come a long way. They
have a 10-year plan to increase the minority
population. But I'm frustrated by the fact
that we keep talking and talking and there's
no action." Many white students must still
ask where they can go to meet minority
studen ts, he said.
"I feel the campus in general is rather
apathetic," said Finley. "The purpose of
SOAR is to get rid of that apathy." Students
must learn to recognize and to welcome
differences , she saidl__

said Dean of Faculty Bob
MacArthur.
The proposal's effect on the Bog
itself was also a concern.
Itis possible that the extraction
of the gravel will cause more rain
water to become more nutrientfortified before running off into the
pond. These nutrients, particularly
phosphorus,aredangerous because
they feed the algae, which can in
turn lead to an al gae bloom,
destroying most of the oth er life in
the pond. This is sometimes called
the 'China Lake Syndrome' as it
happened there about five years
ago," said Firmage. The water in
Great Pond is also drinking water
for much of the community.
"They had originally wanted to
begin mining within 25 feet of the
road, but the DEP insisted on no
closer than 100 feet . Tilcon claims
that this is the last economically

feasible site for them to mine in this
region, which makes the gravel
from that area worth a great deal of
money," said Tim Felt '91.
On Nov. 29, a representative
from the DEP came to speak to the
class about how the proposal is
being dealt with.
"No matter what,Tilcon is going
to mine. They own that land and
only need permission from the DEP
if they mine more than five acres.
But the strangething is, it m i ght be
better for the environment if the
DEP allows them to mine the full 13
acres, because that makes them
legally responsible to be careful ...If
they mined only five acres, they
would have no legal responsibility
to revitalize the land," said Felt.
The entire process is a slow one,
and if mining does take place it will
not begin until after the winter
season.Q
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Colby and Vietnam

TAKE A BREAK
Come to Camden , ME.
romantic elegance of

Windw a

rd

House
Bed & Breakfast

The perfect getaway just a
few short steps fro m the
harbor and villag e shops.
A t t n : We still have rooms
avallible for this weekend
•
_* ..
Call 1 -236-965§
for reservations
John & Mary Davis
Innkeepers

Call the Windward House now for information about their fantastic
Ski Package weekends. Get your plans set early for Jan-Plan and
Second Semester . Also , there is limited space avallible this weekend if you have time to " get away " befo re exams begin. Call Us!!!
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Although O.S involvement in Vietnam
begiin m 19(&, the Mio first «ritfcM
America^presence ihwo in a Jan* IS.« l%7
editorial The U_5, had just bombed North
Vietnam and accidentally Jdlted civilians,
prompti ag tho papor to quas .ion "why tho
United States was hesitant aboul admitting
th©killings.'1'

iOnel reason, for tfw mish&r<dthtg of
tmm iios to th«. f mtha . tto u& fa no. a.
war/' the Echo stated, "The U _$ should n<#
apologise for accidental deaths, but rather
th& United States would have been more
totffcil andhonetft to $ay that civilian kilting*
are & distasteful part of war (War in iltfclf i»
distasteful) and are avoided at somecosts/'
Another editorial was written th<^
following wook in response to Hoiterj . tho B&to
had received.

Tha UnitedStatesismalsingwaxwithout
declaring war/ which is a cowardly nonjustificationJbf w unjustifiable deed/ the
Sditori... stated. "If$ _}*$y to sound wisely
reaUsticakmttWswhen khotombsan*felling
on them—aw*us*"
Stutfentehad mbtedtotflngsabout serving
jttV^t^m,Afronttt^0atticlo{»_}Out<:haiige$
in tfufc draft requirementstated, "There is no
sign©*overwhelmingpatriotism thatexcites
peoj. le at the veiy prospect of serving thte
country^.Oi!th<3 >. tt .dent» w<.fc>lke4to. those
Who fol . enough of an obligation to serve,
even when faced with another choice,
cowpri$ed g wfy twuiil minority, Moat felt
thiKtif th^oswcwAnywaypossibloofavolding
the draft, they would make use of it. hut if
thoy wereultimately called thoy would go/'
1doubt that Vietna m wl)l ever he a$
Important on tho world $tHut *» Germany
Was in the 1930s," the Echo. said. "But the
Vietnam War is tremendously important to
dea r old Colby,"Q

RECYCLE THIS ECH O

Three students t aken to J-Board
Board by Nicole Moore '94, Ana
Maria Vaal Da Silva '94and Karlene
By Andrea Krasker
Burrell '94, all of whom faced
MEWS EPITOR
counter-charges of slander and
a_____________ K___i
KHBnanB»HBaHH_______ aD__
intentional infliction of emotional
distress. They each pled not guilty
Three students went up before to both charges.
the Judicial Board this week on
Associate Dean of Students
charges of threatening a fellow Mark Serdjenian would not release
student, verbal abuse of a fellow the sanctions imposed on the
student and not leaving a fellow women when the Echo went to press.
stud ent 's room when asked. The
The dispute occurred on Nov.
students, Chantal Miller '91, 11 in Burrel_ 's room, where Moore
Michelle Pinnock '91 and Candace and Vaal Da Silva were studying
Green '91 pled guilty to the last while Burrell was at a meeting.
charge, and not guilty to the other Burrell had received a call earlierin
two.
the day tellingher that Pinnockwas
The case was brought before J- planning to stop by that evening to

discuss something. Pinnock came leave her room.
"I felt that I was being
by the room with Miller and Green
threatened,"
she said.
while Burrell was still gone, and
Pinnock claimed that the
stayed to talk with Burrell's
purpose of thevisit had been to find
roommate, Aliza Hernandez '94.
When Burrell returned,the three out what had been said and to offer
women confronted her about a advice. Pinnock told Burrell that
statement they though she had "you need to watch what you say
made. They thought _$urrell said and your actions becauseits already
that she was not going to a party lost you a lot of friends and you're
because she "did not want to deal going to lose more."
The argument was heated and
with those bitches."
Pinnock, Miller and Green hostile, said Moore. "It got to the
wanted to "clarity the statement point where we were all screaming
to see if Burrell had been referring at the top of our lungs."
During the argument, many
to them, and if so, why. An
argument ensued during which things were allegedly said in anger,
Burrell asked the three women to which led to the verbal abuse

charges.
From the arguement, Burrell,
Vaal Da Silva, and Moore went to
President Cotter's house, who is
Moore'sadvisor.The following day
Victoria Hershey, dean of
intercultural affairs, and Janice
Seitzinger, dean of students, were
contacted. Associate Dean of
Students Mark Serdjenian waslater
contacted.
Meeting times between the six
women werearranged,but Burrell,
Vaal Da Silva and Moore were
unable to make the meetings. It was
decided after this that the best way
to deal with the situation was to
take it before J-Board.Q

Jan-Plans cancelled

the people who expressed initial interest
"petered out" during registration, said
mA&wmmm
Kaetet..
home residents enjoy talking to the students.
y m sf m m m ^ m B t m m m m n m t m ^ ^ m m ^ m t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ m m m m m m t m m ^ ^
The Italy Jajruary Program also didn't
"The older people really love it. It brings
back memories of their own pets and their
Two internationaljanPianMpshavebeen have enough people to make the .rip,
accordingto FatherJohn Marquis.
childhood,"she said.
caw.eBsd this year due.to lack of interest,.
"W& otHy had mint, sign-ups and we
,
program
is
that
the
Program
to
Konstanz
The uniqueness of the
The January
_5fora cheaper trippackaged"
n.eededatteas£
of
the
students,
due
to
too
few
signGermanywas cancelled,
pets,along with the company
The trip was not cancelled because of
are used to cheer up the residents of the ups.
nursing home.
'There were only oigh . students in Hussein'* bomb threat to American
"It's good for the pets, to get them out, so German 126this semester-notenoughpeople Unlvei_.it_es-initaly,saidMa_t^ui_. However
that they can move around a little," for a trip/'" said Hubert JCueter,, German M hh0 ir^velservj cedidiSsuea warningagalnst
Zimmerman said. She added that sometimes professorand associate profeSsorOf modern our going abroad ""he said.
No on-campus Jan Plans have been
the pets act as a catalyst for conversation to languages<The language department offered
break the ice between the student and resi- the program for German 127 students, but cancelled todate,accotdingtotheRegistrar;!- !
dent.
Volunteer Dave Rea '93, attested to th e
popularity of the group. "The residents get to
know that we're comine on Fridav afternoon s, and they really look forward to it,"he
said. "They missed us the week that we were
gone on break."
Some of the nursing home residents are
from Canada and speak only French, which
can make communicating difficult for nonFrench speaking students. There are also
by t he Echo Edi torial st aff
Colby alumni who are residents of the nursing home, who according to Zimmerman
10. Eat
and Rea, tell amusing stories about Colby's
9.
Play
"Buffalo
Stance"
extremely
loud
while dancing vigorously in your underwear
earlier days.
8.
Put
a
hanger
on your head.
Volunteer Mike Smoot '94. said, "The eld7.
Streak
through
the
Dean's office.
erly like to hold the pets in their laps or just
6. Cut all power to the MacLab .
have us walk around the room with the ani5. Hijack the Jitney and go to Canada.
mals."
4. Have sex.
The Pet Therapy group is open to all
3.
Dive
for
the
keg in Johnson Pond.
Friday
interested students, and meets every
2.
Give
yourself
a wedgie.
Vfternoon at 3:30p.m. in the Student Center
1.
Perform
euthanasia
on
your roommate
by the Information Desk, returning to campus by 5:00p.m.
Zimmerman, running the program for
the first time this year, has been happy with
the success of the program, and said the
group offers everyone involved to have a
good time.Q

By Kebekah Mitchell

By Amy Alderson
STAFF WRITER

Carrying puppy dogs and kittens,a dozen
or so Colby students venture off campus to
brighten up the lives of nursing home residents every Friday afternoon.
The Pet Therapy group, a subgroup of
Colby Volunteers, brings the animals from

Top Ten List for this Week
Top Ten ways
to relieve stress during finals

the Humane Society in Waterville to the Colonial House Manor Nursing Home, where
both the students and the animals visit with
the residents. The group allows the elderly to
talk with younger people while giving the
animals a chance to get out of their cages for
a few hours to enjoy some human companionship.
Kimberly Zimmerman '92, who is currently running the program, said the nursing

Security considers union
By Andrea Krasker
NEWS EDITOR

Safety and Security is considering joining
the Union of Plant Guards, a labor union
located in Detroit, Mich., said Director of
Communications Ed Hershey.
Interest in the union has been voiced by
"most of the department," said Security
Officer Leon Richard.
"I think that a lot of it [wanting a union] is
just job security, because in our line of work
there's a lot of potential for us to make a small
mistakc,andIdon 'tthinkthatasmall mistake
should cost a man his job."
The union sent a letter to Colby two to
three weeks ago indicating that "there had
been a showing of interest expressed in the
union," said Hershey. In order for the union

to have contacted Colby, at least 30 percent of
Safety and Security workers must have shown
an interest in joining the union, he said.
"I'm paying $180 a month to cover my
health insurance and I don't think that with
an employer the size of Colby that should bo
happening," said Richard . And , he said, "It
is hard to negotiate one on one."
Colby will now begin discussions with
the union and the National Labor Relations
Board to decide if enough security workers
arc interested to organize an election, said
Hershey.
Richard is confident that the union will
pass when there is an election. Further
negotiations with the College aro being done
by the union, said Richard.
"I like working at Colby, I just want what
I feel is coming to me," said Richard .?

plmto by Josh Friedman
The Veterans for Peace sponsored a rally f or peace in the MiddleEast last Saturday. About 100
Colby students attended.
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Marv Low
Donu ts
Veggies & Dip
Pita Cheese Pizza
Bagels
Nachos

Love f ov
Nacho s
Bro wnies
Bagels
Chips /Dip
Donu ts /Cid er

Johnso n /Chanlin
Chips & Dip
Nacho s
Donut s

(Exam Survival Kits will be distribut ed at your Commo ns Dinin g
Hall on Tuesd ay, Dec.ll at dinne r)
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Bookstore continued from page 1
the three consecutive years
before the Iron Horseopened , Colby
sent an average of about 120,000
books back to the publisher each
year. But last year , the bookstore
sent 169,000 books back to the
publisher. The local bookstore is
entirely responsible for this ,
according to Barnard , because
nothing elsein Colby'sbook buying
system has been altered.
Part of this may be due to
students not buying the texts for
their courses , but this is an
incalcuable percentage , according
to Yasinski.
The Colby Bookstore has tried
to compete by providing students
with coupons and different
methods of lowering book costs.
"The bookstore is really try ing
to be responsive in terms of
providing as reasonable textbooks
as possible," said Barnard. Two
years ago at Fall Book Rush Colby
only had 8,000 used books in stock.
One year later , they had increa sed
that number to 35,000 and this fall it
had increased again to 70,000. This,
according to Barnard , was due to
requesting more used books at
cheaper rates.

<A
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^j EHR^
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Charlie Hartman , owner of Iron Barnard "is that this is going to cost fairl y,that 's fine. I just want to point an issue. I forsee that the Colb y
Horse , maintains that book sales to Colb y College money. I guess I feel out all of the implications to all of Bookstore and the Iron Horse
Bookstore will compete as any
Colby students comprise 5-10% of as I do about any issue about the parties involved."
"this
normal two businesses would .Our
,
competition.
If
According
to
Yasinski
want
to
come
people
their total business, and yet it is a
't
goal
is to treat each other fairly/' Q
be
that
big
of
onto
Colby's
whole
thing
shouldn
campus
and
compete
crucial facet of their operation as an
academic bookstore.
"We try to give Colby students a
good atmosp here to buy books in
because we know that they do have
to make an effort to brin g us their
business. We try to make the lines
short , we give away t-shirts and
~
provide students with an additional
Vfflj "Power Tools for Students"
f T~lL
ten percent off of the used book
§$Sj itlEl
prices," said Hartman.
"Wh at we sell is a tiny fraction
of what Colby sells. It 's about two
to three percent of the business they
do-it 's negligible," said Hartman.
But relative to Colby, Iron Horse
sellsbackmore textbooks. "Wemay
sometimes order big, expensive
biology textbooks and end up
selling all of them back. [Desp ite
this] we still make a profit. Not a
huge one, but we do."
wM iii M mi tm iMii» iiii i ii iw tii H
?S __^ rs__R__
" J W-i-_aJi -. ^'
"We 're not out to hurt Colby in
' "' w
any way. In the end this should be
a win, win, win situation. It should
benefit everyone; the Colb y
bookstore , students and us," she
said.
"The real bottom line," said
ll> l ll

AIR FORCE ROTC
NOTMAY
BE IN YOUR
EVEN
IT'S FUTURE
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ATTENTION APPLICANTS FOR

COLBY-IN-SALAMANCA
THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS FOR NEXT YEAR IS

an ^ universities where Air Force

Which doesn 't mean it 's not available.
^HH^P^ ^
Call or visit the Air Force ROTC detach >§j^
ment listed and ask about the "crosstown " program . All the benefits could still be yours : eligibility for
two- through four-year scholarship programs . . . the leadership development opportunities . . . the officer 's commission when you graduate... and more. Call

DECEMBER 15, 1990
(THAT'S NEXT SATURDAY)

Completed applications and
confused, scared, and/or flustered applicants
are welcome at the Off-Campus Stud y Office
(Room 009, Miller Library)

DEPT OF AERO SPACE STUDIES
(207) 581-1384
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here

MONDAY/TUESDAY
get a 16" cheese pizza and two colas
for only

i

©et Amnesty before you get caught.
offer good Monday & Tuesday 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
pot valid with any other offer
customer pays sales tax and bottle deposit
limited delivery area to ensure safety
our drivers carry less than $20

CALL US: 873-0100
40 ELM ST., WA TERVILLE

Expires: 12/ 19/90
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Maine Tax Amnesty ends December 31. You can count the days for yourself, But if you or your business
still owes the State hack taxes—and you don 't file for Amnesty by the deadline—you can count on owing
a lot more.
Tax Amn esty let s you p ay wh at you owe , plus just ha//Ihe accrued interest , with no additional fines or
penalties. And no questions asked.
But if you don 't take advantage of this one-time chance, a sophisticated new computer trackin g system
will make sure you don 't get away with it-whether you owe individual Maine income tax...sales tax or
withholding tax from your business..,or other state taxes,
Wh en you 're caught , the penalties will bo toug h er than over , w i th substant ia lly
iflHita
^
J5llffi 3 __5u**»^__ increased fines , and one of the most powerfu l lovy and seizure laws anywhere.
That moans the taxes you owe—along with all interest nnd fines—can
JM^
n^^^^^j ^^
SM^^^
'D0 'a k°n d irectl y out of your bank account , or your weekl y payy ^M^^^SS^t^^
Amn esty now,.,or we might just
'
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1-800-696
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Guesses

continuedf r o mp a g e1

draft will return if the U.Sshould
go to war.
"I think our government would
attempt to make this a very short
war and reinstating thedraft would
beenormouslyunpopular/'hesaid.
"Economically,goingto war would
aggravate the present condition. It
wouldn't have devastating effects
becauseit would be short,but a war
wouldn't help the situation."
Denoeux would like to see as
much energy put into solving the
crisis as is put into criticizing
President Bush's policies.
"Bush is in a very very difficult
situation," he said. "Saddam is an
individual who believes in force.
Bush must use belligerent rhetoric
to convince Saddam that he can
and willuseforce as necessary.After
all,we believe fbr.ce should be used
only after diplomacy has failed.
Unfortunately,Saddam believesthe
opposite."Q

STLWRENCE
UNIVERSITY
International Program in

MADRID , SPAIN

Established in 1967,
this program offers opportunities such as
• Complete immersion in Spanish culture
• Full-time internship and three-week living and
research experience in a Spanish village
• Strong academic program in small classes
Applications for the Program in Spain are
due February 20, 1991.
For more information/application forms,
call or write:
Office of International Programs
St. Lawrence University
Canton, NY 13617
(315) 379-5991
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j Stick Sale:
J Buy One , get anoth er for only $1
a

all Major

brands

30% Off
All Protective Equipment

I

| Skates by:

Bauer * CCM * Micron

At Team Prices

\
}

Used Skates

!
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Av ailible

All Hockey Accessories
20% OFF

j

Savenow on selectcolor Macintoshsystems.

Coupon

Now through January 5, 1991, take advantage of special savings when you
buy a Macintosh* Hsi, Macintosh Uci, or Macintosh Hfx computer and an AppleColor"1
High-Resolution RGB Monitor.*
Whether you choose the new Macintosh lbi, Apple's latest powerful, affordable

$1.00 Skate Sharpening
with this coupon
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system. Or the Macintosh Ilci, known for its high performance and expandability. Or the
maximum-performanceMacintosh nix, with its virtually unlimited expandability. You'll
be getting a systemof lasting value. Not to mention special savings when you buy your
system with the AppleColor High-Resolution RGB Monitor.
Hunyintoday for a closer look at these Macintosh II systems, You'll praise their
value, and we'll compliment you on your choice with special savings. No matter
which system you choose,
For _J1 of your computer needs
visit the "'Macintosh Office "
at Colby Bookstore
Roberts U$ion
or cadi 872-3336
*OfT_r Rood October 15, 1990 lliimigh J anuary 5, 1991. Offer void where prohibited hy law.

©f 990 AppleComputer, Inc. Af f i l e, the Ajiple %>, ami Macintosh an n$(sfm.. Ifflrfrtinrf - of Affile Computer, Inc. AffikCobr is a Imdemurh of AppleComputer , Inc.
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Support The Bridge

The Bridge's pro-gay, lesbian, bisexual and straigh t
chalk messages which appeared around campus Friday
have raised a good deal of controversy.Some people are
supporting The Bridge's statements, some are shocked
and offended ,and others are left wondering if all groups
will be allowed the same means of expression.

Some students argue that it is unfair to allow a group to advertise their
viewpoints on the sidewalks because this sets a precedent for others to use
the same avenue of expression. The administration would then be put in
the position of having to decide which messages to approve, exercising
censorship.
Groups such as Neo-Nazis and Skin Heads would probably not receive
administrative approval. Is it fair to give the administration the power to
silence certain voices in our community? By what standard will groups be
considered? These questions probably ran through Janice Seitzinger's
mind before she approved a student's request to write pro-heterosexual
messages on the sidewalks. Fearing censorship and having to make a
quick decision, Seitzinger approved his request.
But what good is it to have pro-heterosexual messages plastered
around campus? The Bridge's desire to express their pro-gay feelings in
response to the recentanti-gay graffiti wasmuch more warranted than this
man's request. The Bridge's message is one of tolerance. It was a positive
response to a direct, negative attack on an individual's sexual preference.
The response from The Bridge did not attempt to persuade others to
change their sexual preference,nor was it a hurtful attackon heterosexuals.
What The Bridge encouraged was acceptance of everyone's lifestyles. The
statements urged us to accept one another and not demean and devalue
our personal choices. This is a message which we all should support.

Keep up the momentum

Green ribbons. Chalk messages. Skits condemning
racism. The March for Peace. Colby is making great
strides. Just over a month ago students were staging a
sit-in when a keg party shut down early. But in recent
weeks Colby has begun to show activism on the very
real and important issues of AIDS,homophobia,racism,
and war.

These are heavy issues to confront all at once. They could get
overwhelming.Buttherespectivegroupsresponsible fortaking action did
so in tasteful and effective ways that should have made us all stop and
think. The green ribbons wornincelebrationofAIDSawarenessreminded
us of a disease that is easily forgotten on Mayflower Hill,but which infects
one in 500 students on college campuses, according to the New England
Journal of Medicine.
Students Organized Against Racism (SOAR) published an impressive
newsletter and organized a well-attended program consisting of skits and
discussions aimed at eradicating racism, a subtle and pervasive problem
at Colby.
MembersoftheColby community helped comprise the severalhundred
activists attending The March for Peace in Waterville last Saturday. And
The Bridge's response to the intolerant anti-gay graffiti was theepitomcof
well-executed and effective activism.
Unfortunately, just as life on campus is getting interesting, exams and
winter break are upon us. Hopefully when we all return to campus the
momentum will not have slowed down. The issues arc too important to be
forgotten.
Good luck on exams, have a nice break, we'll see you soon.

Address
all graffiti

I would like to address the
incidents on campus of the
homosexual graffiti (addressed in
the Nov.29 Echo) and the reciprocal
gay pride graffiti. While the two
incidentsdiffered in nature,the first
beingto insult,the latter to "inform"
or at least defend,they are still both
graffiti.! agree that the homophobic
slurs and the defaced mural in Foss
are disgusting. They are a blatant
display of ignorance. But the reply
wasn't much better.
The day after the article was
released, gay pride messages were
found on sidewalks all over campus,
scribbled in with chalk or
spraypainted on. This is another
case of disrespect. Once again
property was defaced .
Whoever was hoping to make a
point in asking for gay pride
obviously doesn't have much pride
themselves. The graffiti appeared
overnight. The "artist/s" wanted
to remain nameless it seems. The
plan was not well thought out. If
anything, more animosity was
stirred up by the continued
disrespect. Some students even
found humor in the whole thing,
asking each other, "How did you
get that chalk on your hands?" An
alternative would be Gay Pride day
or week. This way, information
could be spread peacefully and
seriously. It would show that Colby
is not a homophobic community.
Instead, only that an ignorant few
are homophobic.
It is all right to have opinions
and to voice them. But I think we'd
allbenefit more if the different sides
could respect each other and
everyone else at Colby.
Cate Czernicki '94

Pro-gay
graffiti good

experience,"we must learn not only
to accept but to welcomedifference.
Thegraffiti written on the sidewalks
will eventually wash away, but
hopefully its message will remain
on this campus fbriever.

interested and involved in current
political issues. So far this year, the
Colby Republicanshave sent a letter
to the Armed Forces in the Gulf
with approximately 900 signatures
from students and faculty showing
their support. I think the problem
Amy Walter '91 Colby students face is not lack of
opposition but lack of outlets to
voice their opinions.
Even if the conservatives did
want to express their views more
extensively, what could they do?.
The liberals on campus are often
While I may disagree with most toobusy arguing among themselves
of The Bridge's ideas, I understand to notice the opposition. The rightthat theyhavethe right to anybelief s wing opinion on this campus is
about sexual preferences.However, getting tired of sitting back and
last Friday, I was shocked and waiting until the Colby public
annoyed at the messages written on decides to listen to our opinion and
the sidewalks on campus.
not just their own!
I don't mind acknowledging
their rights,but as soon as they start
Brandy Shatter '93
impinging on everyoneelse'srights,
that's where I draw the line. I found
it extremely disruptive that they
plastered the entire campus with
these messages. I don't think the
Before arriving to Colby, I
members of The Bridge, or any
expected
there to be political
group, should havetheright to force
activism
on
campus. I thought of
these opinions on us. I don't thin k
groups
on
both
sides of issues,both
this behavior is appropriate,
of
which
did
not
pressure the other.
considering we have visitors here
everyday who shouldn't be Certainly, it was an idealistic
subjected to this material. They thought.
"Political Correctness" is
should n't havetojudgeColbybased
sweeping
the Colby Campus. The
on these statements. This is an
attitude
of
" there is only one right
academic institution, not a openand
moral
solution,"
prevails.Most
opinion free-for-all.
I am empathetic to the of these free-thinkers claim the
homophobic messages which have person expressing another
been around campus recently. I viewpoint is narrow-minded,
don 't
appreciate
being immoral, or even racist. When in
automatically placed .into the same fact, by not listening to the latter's
category as those who are views, the former is hypocrite. For
homophobic by The Bridge,as they example, I noticed several posters
told us to "let them love" and around campus promoting club
everything. I don't see myself not meetings.Mostof theseposters were
allowing them to express their left untouched , except for one
beliefs, as long as they do it in their group: the Colby Republicans.
own privacy. By unjustifiably Posters which were not removed
accusing all of us, they are merely were vandalized. For a group that
has not even been present on
weakening their argument.
I try to be as tolerant as I can of campus in the last year, it sure
everyone else's opinion even when receives a lot of harassment. Did
I disagree with them, but when the vandals even care to hear what
incidents like these occur, it is more the new club had to say? A clear
difficult. I would be more case of political oppression on
understanding if they kept these campus.
As John Stuart Mill wrote, a
opinions to themselves, rather than
redeemable
judgement may only
forcing them on everyone.
bebased on all ideas. Adismissalof
Christopher Wilde '94 anyone's thoughts encroaches on
their basic rights. Most importantl y,
students are not at Colby to be
politically corrected , but to be
academically trained .

The Bridge
out of line

Let us do
the thinking

This is a letter of praise to all of
the artists who filled Colby's
sidewalks with the pro-gay graffiti
last Friday. I commend the ability
of these students to fight fire with
fire in a positive way. Instead of
reactingto the homophobic material
written in Foss in an equally
oppressive and narrow-minded
tone, these students drew slogans
and symbols which were aimed at
opening the minds of people in this
In response to "You Should
James Lindstrom '94
community. Unlikethe gay-bashing Consider This" by Sandy Colhoun
graffiti written in Foss, the graffiti in your last issue, I would like to
written on the sidewalks sought to express my frustration with the
bash bashing. These students were question, "Whatever happened to
not condemning others for their the conservatives on this campus?"
sexual choices, but instead were The fact is, the conservatives are
We were disappointed by your
asking the community to accept all still on campus. It may appear at review of the K Mart Restaurant
forms of sexuality.Graffiti in and of Colby that the life for liberalsis easy here in town. As I'm sure everyone
itself is not bad, it is only bad when because they think there is no would agree, K Mart doesn't
its aim is to condemn instead of opposition.
pretend to have a gourmet
commend.
If people at Colby would stop restaurant. I'm sure the reviewers
Additionally, I think that it was for just a minute and look around, were also aware of that fact but
important for this graffiti to be they would see that conservatives probably thought they would have
chalked upon the sidewalksbecause are still, have been, and will be on a little fun with some "townies".
it forced everyone walking across Colby campus until our right to
It might have been fun but not
campus to confront their own freedom of expression is taken without some expense. It was
feelings regarding homosexuality. away. I do not agree with the author patronizing towards hard working
The colored chalk drawings forced that there is a lack of right-wing K Mart employees and enforced
Colby students to realize that opinion being voiced, but rather, it negative stereotypes of local people
although the gay community at is that their opinions are not heard. by some Colby students. Wc think
Colby may not always be seen, this People stop listening or readingthe it also enforced negative attitudes
community is not invisible. Yes, second the words "Republican" or of Colby students by some area
Colby, there arc gay people on this "conservative" come up.
residents.
campus as well as straight people. I
As Colby is making great strides
The Colby Republicans and the
think that i f we arc going to gain the Colby Democrats have made a to confront racism and sexism on
proverbial "well-rounded Colby valiant effort to get Colby students
Letters continued on page 12

Conservatives
alive and well

K Mart
review unfair

Opinion s
S.O.S. Ar e you stres sed out this week and why?
Andy Rhein '92

Meredith Corbett '92

I havea lot of work tadobutlknow
I'll get it done so I'm not stressed.
This is not a pleasant time of year,
though.

Andrew Grossman '90
No. I'm not at all stressed because
college is easy and everyoneshould
just relax.

I have a final and four pajers
I'm semi-stressed.

Keith Thomajn (alias Brownstar) 91
Yeah, I am fairly stressed. I have a
lot of work to do. It seems like all
the people I live with exude stress
so I've decided to try and repel
stress.

Speak, don t scribble
By Steve Collier
LIKE IT OR NOT
At the risk of being labeled, I've decided
to address the recent graffiti at Colby. Graffiti is ugly, no matter what it says.Its authors
are violating property rights, and are inevitably demeaning any cause they are attempting to support. I've never taken graffiti
seriously (although I have been angered by
it), and I never will. Its perpetrators don't
deserve my attention. What's the big deal of
making a statement if you don't have the
courage to.stand behind it? Whenever anyone
has something important to say, he or she
ought to have the wherewithal to say it in
public and defend it.
Unfortunately, one or two people have
been defacingpropertyand offending people
in Foss and Mary Low by plastering

Tara Taupier 91
At the end of the week you may
find me in a patch of snow with
computer disks strewn around and
my brain steaming.

Sidewalks talk in chalk

homophobic graffiti on dorm walls. Is there ¦¦' ¦ I I MH I' MH I M II l" l' l ' " ! ' l) ' H !" l l 'H' l'i" i ™"'" " I 'l ' Mt*
really any act more stupid? What's the point?
By Sandy Colhoim
If you believe in something, don't be a cowSTAFFWRITER
ard, get out in the open and be prepared to
debate. You might just learn something.
Last Friday. gave51tour of the College to
A lot of people were rightly angered by aprospiectivestwdentand her father.As we
the graffiti, but individuals who don't even made our way around thecampus we were
sign their name to their statements don't confronted with chalk written statements
warrant our attention. People who use graf- supporting e rights of homosexuals at
*&
fiti in an attempt to convey a message are Colby, 1 was
proud to explain that some
highlighting their ignorance and deserve only Colby students, were so concerned about
to be ignored (education is impossible since recent homophobic graffiti that they
the offenders are afraid of identifying them- responded Withthesepowerfulmessages.At
selves).
the same time, I couldn't help but consider
What really confused me, then, was the what wa&goingthroughthe parent'smind as
Bridge's response to the homophobic inci- he wasdearly off ended or at least unsettled
dents. Their chalked messages are graffiti as
what he*saw , I was then aslosd whether
well, and they only belittle their continuing by
this sort oJ. "political" advertising was
attempts to gain legitimacy. It's more diffi- common at Colby.
cult to condemn positive graffiti than it is to
Interesting question.I told themJthought
Scribble continued on page 12
ll

polbystudetttsweregefletallywellinformed
jand &t times pohticaJly a<?tive on issues
jrangingfroiR theCIAwntroveisytowomen's
issues. £^U,the question cameto my mind *
ytotild ihe. administration, have allowed
simitargraffiti an other issues. (Those who
wote the chalk messages had the plan
appiroved m advance.) Clearly, the chalk
_&e_ S8g__ t had:an effecton my tourand it was
¦an effective means of forcing people to
confront their own ignorance and phobiaStillf wonder, willColbyaHoweverystudent
or group of students to use sidewalks to
wakea statement of their belief?
:; Consider this hypothetical example; A
Colby student ftrmly believes that the U.S*
should attack Saddam Hussein,s army Sfi
Ktfwait in order to preservea free fto w o . 0. .
tsb the&$¦?and.theworld*Would this student
befree to writeconunentsonColbysidewaTks
Sidewaf ks continuedon p c m12

Mourning the painful death of a friend
By Chip Smith
SOMETHING TO SNACK ON

A friend of mine at Colby is dying this
year. It's a slow death, and a painful one for
me. I'm going to have to watch a slow demise
of something that I cared about and something
that was a tremendous part of my life. So
often things in our lives just fade out and
disappear. A lot of the time we don't notice
their departure. This time I'll be all too aware
of what I'm losing and everything it meant to
me.
Artie Bell is dying this year at Colby.
Most of you won't know who Artie Bell is.
Artie Bell is a name for the field behind

Grossmanthat is being shortened for the new
Bixler addition. Artie Bell was also a student
at Colby.
To tell you the truth, I couldn't tell you
anymore about the man than the stories that
were passed on to me by seniors at Colby five
years ago.The story goes that Artie Bell was
unhappy with some situation at Colby. Since
he left, his cause, like all causes, has blurred
with time.
For an entire semester, Artie Bell lived on
the field behind Grossman in a tent. That's a
fairly impressive accomplishment
considering our Maine winters. His point
was that we don't always have to do
everything like others around us. It's an easy
concept, but not one that most of us are ever
willing to try.

Some say he was displeased with the
housing situation at Colby. Others have
hinted that Artie Bell was out to taunt the
administration. Certainly the man's reasons
were his own,but the story I always believed
was that Artie Bell was trying to teach this
campus a lesson of conformism and what it
means to truly be an individual.
Over the years, Artie Bell's name became
synonymous with the field he lived on.' For
me, the field was a place of growing and of
realization. I played a lot of snow football
there, shared a lot of laughter, and learned
quite a bit about people. Everyone can point
to something at this school that symbolizes
the changes that they have undergone during
college. For me, that symbol is the grass field
behind Grossman.

Next semester two senior men are going
to live on top of Runnals Hill in a tee-pee. It
seems to me that these guys are setting up a
challenge for themselves and for this school.
Theiraction,intended or not,shows a genuine
stretch for change and a struggle to break out
of the norm. Sometimes, there are simply far
too few of these types, around this school.
These men are going to step way out of daily
life at Colbyand try something totally unique.
Artie Bell is dying this year. When the
grass gets torn up, a large part of me will have
died with him. Sadly, I can 't say I'm
courageous enough to pick up his cause. At
least these two seniors will be around to
show us what it means to be different. They
remind me a lot of what I think Artie Bell
must have been likeO

Berkeley in the 60's, Colby in the 90's

Att ack lingering racism at Colby

intolerance and cruelty is so revered with
election to the White House.
at a fcaskctha.. game with Husson,Q>lte$_.
That brings me to the present day. This
lEJy Matt Lttaaa
AS a result, the tiftttogg took actio*.. It
staff
vmwm
past weekend, more than 400 people, over
organized marches/ forums and other
iMililiMiliPil.lil.l
I
Mill
I I Mil
I liWWWmWiliWiliMiW<>Wi>W *W
"Berkeley in the Sixties"is a documentary 100 of whom were Colby students, gathered
program*to wmb»t ttrf m #t Colby, it all
List W<_ . *K.sd&y tught I took part in seemed so <M .v< . &«& toon* L.,.tyeM,tha that, more than 20 years after the fact, tries to nt the Farmer's Market for an anti-war rally.
Soarum a program in which skitsof certain fortuity adopted ix series of precis that make sense of the student protests that Though it certainly did not have the energy
radii} {.f*tuatiot»$, w& m when freshman definedwhaiaColbyeducation should entail dominated the University of California at and unity of the Berkeley rallies, it was a step
roommate*%tttf different w<.e$, we. t$ wad Among them we "To learn people different Berkeley from 1964-1970. This documentary in the right direction .
t .^Hmwt_.tedidfecw$$brt (>t .rAcism«)itC0lbyx frontons*,hrivoson.tibvttod to thorichoe$$ is filled with present day interviews with
People in this country have a tendency to
The Soarum was a success in many ways, it i) .ild diVer%o^Oci(J^hOwprejudi„ohmit those who fueled the movement more than teadily accept the policies of this nation
was wot . a,tt_r ..i<Jd< wtd tnanyo. the pmpte such personal and cultural eruichtwm^ and two decades ago.
without question. It is good that people are
One politician who appears more than <[uestioningtherationalebehind the existence
»ham* thei). . xporim.o$ or atowvatttn» on how o»oh r.ndivtdt .aK caw confron t
rinrkrn ft . Cttihy;HoW_ V&> whM (.tattlemens it.to1o.rt _w<.."
any other is Ronald Reaga n, who was of U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia. Who knows
was that th# peoplewho most needed to ba
Thte to an tfKcotton^dea,buMctfan«*p_Ak Governor of California at the time of the •whether the the U.S. involvement in the
there,tho #«40nts at Colby who do harbor louder Hum words*The action Jt tiecomjnend protests. Reagan seems totally intolerant,and Middle East is right. Is oil that important ?
^
tacto! ptojud. . 0, probably w«.t-on't them fe tho weotton of a mfr.or .ty $tu<Jlet. certainly cruel to the students,
by calling in Perhaps it is, but it also may not be. This
WMM> theAt SameStudent*Will My mm mjttStttttrtait «. Colby. Thl _ 'Ww «ritaa for the National Guard to arrest them and injure country is facing a possible depression, just
take part In thevariouseducationalactivities, two years ago,tout never aMtopoxu Maybo them with tear gas. One wonders how such a as many of us here at Colby arc getting ready
ttttgtnjg from da. m to ftwmww* that help the Collegewpshopingtheideawould simply crass man could become such a revered to graduate. What kind of world will we live
President of the United States. It makes mc in? Will the male graduates face a possible
poop .1. overcome mf tmu ,
fctowfty. lt won't s
'
Two ywfi «1#0y a wtftol ftiftblwtt <><$wmd
f tteiaM Mntintmlto p_$t U ashamed to live in a country where such
Berkeley continued on p a g e12
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By M. Scott Barkham
A&E EDITOR
Rob Reiner's latest film "Misery"
is his second adaptation of a work
by Stephen King, the first being
"Stand By Me." Reiner's direction
is good in "Misery," but it lacks the
spontaneity of "Sp i na l Tap " and
the realism of "The Sure Thing."
The previews presented the film as
much more terrif y ing than it
actually is. Even so, its scary
moments definitely hit the mark.
The film, which starsJames Caan
("The Godfather ", "Thief") and
Kathy Bates is about best selling

author Paul Sheldon (Caan) who
has written numerous novels
featuring a heroine named Misery
Chastaine. These novels are
paperback classics,much like those
of Jackie Collins. But Sheldon yearns
to be thought of as a legitimate
writer,and decidesto kill off Misery
and put that type of writing behind
him.
Sheldon goes to a hotel in
Colorado where he writes the first
novel from his heart rather than
from his wallet. But on the way
back to New York from Colorado
he is caught in an immense blizzard
and drives off a cliff.
Someone drags him out of his

car and carries him to safety. He
wakes to a woman telling him that
she'shis biggest fan. That woman is
Annie (Bates), a nurse who has
saved his life. In the accident, he
suffered fro m multi p le injuries,
breaking both of his legs in several
p laces. In Annie's house, a
demented relationship develops.
Bates' performance steals the
show. Her performance is
electrif ying. She is truly insane:
warm and nurturing one moment,
and sadistically cruel the next. Her
substitutions for profanities and
colorful adjectives,like "Oogy,"give
her character life. She is the epitome
of the Stephen King nemesis.

As Paul Sheldon, James Caan
gives a good performance. Since he
spends most of the film in bed, he
doesn't get to express himself
ph ysically, which is unfortunate
because his physical abilities are
among the best around.
The supporting cast of this film
is small, but highly effective. The
best supporting performance came
from Francis Sternhagen as the wife
of theSilver Spri ngssheriff.Though
not a young woman, she offers a
hi g hly energetic, sarcastic
performance that gives the film its
best comefic moments.
Comedyis what Rob Reiner d oes
best, and even "Misery" contains

many elements of comedic relief.
Reiner also did an excellent job of
demonstrating to the audience the
long passage of time in the film.
Richard Farnsworth is solid in
his role as the sheriff. He is the
typical sleuth of the Stephen King
novel, much in the way that Dick
Halloran ("Scatman Caruthers")
was to "The Shining." F ina lly, the
rarely seen Lauren Bacall portrays
Sheldon's agent and offers only an
average performance.
As horror movies go, "Misery"
works as well as it does because the
emphasis is not only on scaring the
audience. The film is also quite
entertaining.Q

Venetian Twins hilarious^ well worth seeing
11

By Cory Snow
STAFF WRITER

The story of "The Venetian Twins,"
starting tonight in Strider Theater, is quite
easy to follow and extremely funny. The
excellent acting and professional
production of this Commedia Dell'Arte
presentation, make it a p lay well worth
seeing.
The play, to be performed by Colby
Performing Arts, is about a set of twins
who are separated at birth, and later in life,
by accident,wind up in Verona at the same
time to meet their respectivefiancees. Using
the late Renaissance form of
improvisational theater, Commedia
Dell'Arte, the performers play on
confusions that arise from each twin 's
mistaken identity to create a hilarious
comedy.

The performance is well acted and
directed. Director Julie Goell creates a
smooth adaptation of Carlo Goldoni's 1748
play, setting it in the late 1500s to bring it
closer to its Commedia roots.
Glen Porter '92 who p lays the part of
both twins, does a very convincing job of
altering personalities between the two. This
difference in personality makesthe physical
difference between one twin and the other
more believable. Professor Howard
Koonce, director of the performing arts at
Colby, executes an excellent performance
as the deceitful old man, Pancrazio. Other
standouts were Ned Brown '92 as
Arlecchino and Michael Luigs '93 as
Florindo.
The performance benefitted greatl y
fro m behind the scenes production. In
charge of set design is Visiting Professor of
P erf orming Arts James Thurston, who
creates ahighly realistic setofthebuildings
and streets of Verona. There are well
constructed representations of multi-story

photo by Sharon Labick
Swordf ighhng, acro bati cs an d ot her p hysical
comedy char acterize the action in "The Venetian Twins."
buildings and a realistic backdrop . In
Thursday,Friday,an d Sa t ur d ay,December
addition, Rob Issacson choreographs three
6 through 8,at8 p.m.,in the Strider Theater.
sword fencing scenes with amazing talent.
The play is written by Carlo Goldoni and
'The Venetian Twins,"will be presented
directed by visiting guest artist JulieGoell.Q

Lovim1 every bit of Monie s Down to Earth"
By Dan Raymont
JAZZY D'S CURB

"Down to Earth ," the debut
album by Monie (Simone) Love, is
without a doubt, one ofthe best rap
albums since the Tribe's "People's
Instinctive Travels and the Path of
Rhythm."
Love, par t of t he Soul Fam ily
which includes De La Soul , Qu een
La ti f ah , The Jung le Brothers, and A
Tribe Called Quest, brings her

smooth flowing rap from London. however, are produced by Afrika
On three of the album 's tracks she Baby Bambaataa of the Jung le
teams up with David Steele and Brothers. "Don't Funk Wid the Mo"
And y Cox of the Fine Young is one of these tracks. In it, Love
Cannibals. Unlike most rap, the tellsof howshebecamea rapperette,
music on these tracks is ori ginal. and thedifficultiessheencountered.
Cox and Steele co-write the music "I'm gonna take my rhyme sheet
in addition to producing and along with my master tape and step
play ing it. The tracks also feature forth into the industry," she tells a
funk legend Bootsy Collins on producer who tries to steal her
guitar. All of these elements music. The manner in which she
combine to create very ori ginal,! relays her story is smoother than a
baby's bottom. Her voice flows so
fresh compositions.
The majority of the tracks, beautifully that few rappers (male
and female) in thebusiness can rival
her.
"Down to Earth," t he t rack , is a
rapp ed self portrait. In it she claims
that she has gotten where she is by
being "down to earth." "I' m down /
down to earth/and I'll tell you/for
what its worth...being realistic is
something that is desired instead of
playing hi gh post." She continues,
"I'm satisfied with how I look/
na turally/ooh, how do you feel? /
Whoops/mistake was made/but I
won t dwell on it/mistake was
made/but I wont dwell /after all/
your entitled to look like a jerk!"
Pups Li cki n Bono,"is thcrea son
why "Down to Earth" wa s given a
Pa ren t al Ad vi s ory Exp licit Lyr ics
label. This track tells of the honies
(sluts) who try to steal other
women 's men. Although the tone is
a threatening one, i t i s also
sympathetic. "Ooh/thcy sneak
their freaky butts around your fella /
wh en they think your n ot
lookin...you're always around my
Down to earth continued on p age 11

Going gourmet at
the Budget Host's Classics
By the Six High Street

Gourmets

STAFFWRITERS
It was the EIvis .commercial
that g& u$. Being tho King lover,
that we are/ and knowing that ho
might be at Classics/wedecided
to give the new restaurant a try.
' When you get. inside, you're
immediately assaulted by pink
and blueneon,part of the overall
90's version of o 5(f& style decor,
Even the waitresseMook tikethoy
shouldbedraped overTheFonz's
shoulderswith their pink poodle
skirts,_add le shods,and ponytails_
While wetting our lip. with a,
selection from a fairly extensive
beer list, we mulled over a menu
that was heavyon appetiser-type
cufoi ne(f ln#o. foods, sand wichef .
and several variations of nachos
among other things)*
We decided to start with tho
ShhnlHe. and love Me Tendon No.
not selectionsfrom the authentic
jukeboxwh ich still pinys4S's from
tho 50'fc. and the 60% but popcorn
, -hrimp in ho. h ond Gutter .ance
and traditional stylet nachos,
respectively. Cleverly, they've
disguised a common menu in
rto.. .<ilgi<. name ., The nachos
($3,2$) wore excellent » a blend of
three cheeses over crispy chips.
We feel they give the nachos at
You Know Wbono Pnb a run f or

their money The shrimp C$5.25)
on the other hand wete medlcore
a t best The herbs were
xmdetectablein theba th ofdrawn
butter.
Movingon tothe maincourse,

Gourmet n ordered bf am$ the

K a cajun style chicken stir try
dish served ona bedoMce($5J5).
Althoughthecajun chef from the
¦Ruffles <.omn.orci. Is wouldn't
CAY-RONOTS this as "Some
good/' it wasn't half bad.
Gourmet HI selected the
jumbo shrimp 1% Bapjw Kebab,
also served on rice, <$9.9$) * the
mostexpensivcitomonthemena
Again, a noble effort, but not
ex.ict1y cui.ine fit far a Gourmet
Tho shrimp were tasty, but that's
about it
Gourmet H3 r tho lighter eater
of the Gourmet1, opted for the
Temptations, a chef' s salad,
Basically, ho got exactly what he
wanted,and thedlll dressing was
smashing <!l«. ,
Not yet fully satiated , the
Gourmets plunged into dessert,
Cheepeeako(un fortunately minus

strawberries) disarm tod tho

visually easy to please Courmot
H 'L Gourmet ill enjoyed a hot
fudg e brownio . undot^ .th ough
tho brownie tbwIf wu» rather
bland . Gourmet ./^cheated {. hhf)
sctxd got a marvelous piece of
frot._ h silk pie, a chocolate
Classics continued an p age11
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RaiLroad Square Cxneraa
Between MainSt. and College Ave.
573*6526
A student membership is only $20and in.
addition to keeping this unkjue cinema in
business, It entitles you to discounts on
Tuesday nights-,,plus other surprise bonuses.
Tonightis your last opportunity to catch
the documenta ry Berkeley hi the Sixties in
its official run. However, there will he a
benefit showing oithe film on Sun « Dec. 9 at
3:30 y.m~ for the Maine Progressive.
Attendance of this performance is strongly
urged.Seethe review in this issue. Showsa.
7 and 9:30 p _m.
FromDec. 5 through Dee. 16,catch White
Palace,the hot, sexy new film starring Susan
SaraiidonC'BulIDurham"& "The Witchesof
East wick") and James Spader CSex, Liesand
Videotape"). It is about a young man who
gets i nvolved with an older woman..
However, the film also tackles the subject of
- ersonality
ethnic difference and general p
difference. The combination of Spader and
Sarandon is supposed to beelectrifying.Rated
R. Showsat 7;W and/or 9:05 p<m, in tangent
to the other films below.

Winders" film Wings of Desire will be
showing.Admission wil) befreeta Bailroad
Square members. Thisfilm starsBraooGanz
and Peter Falk and is set mBerlin- Brought
backbypoptfla_ demar
td,thisBlm_sdefiniteiy
Worth seeing. Jfeted JPG4& Shows at ?M
and 9;30 pj n.
HoytfsCinema
JJ_ "J_. Drive
873-1300
Misery.This film, directed by Rob Reiner
is his second based on a work of Stephen
King.Starring James Caanand Kathy Bates,
it is both terrlfyiirtgand funny .See the review
In thisissue. Rated!?.$howsat 7:10and 9:30
p>m .
Child ..PlayJX The latest horror venture
to be shown at Hayl's_ If you're into blood,
gore and littleelse,this film co^Id be foryou,
Rated R. Shows at 7:40 and 955 p.rm
Home Alone. John Hughes" latest film
about a child leftat home alone and thehavoc
that he creates. The usual Hughes film, no
doubt. Rated PG-Showsat7i00and9<30pjn.
Rocky V. Yes,Si/sgoing:to trytomilkus
for more money They should havestopped
after the first Rocky, or at least the second.
The idea seems to be getting a littleold. At
least the original Rocky director, John
Avildsen (whoalsodirectedKarateKid,. II ,&
ilI>wiilbeback.Thatshouldin_.u_ecinematic
enj oyment. Rated PG-Ji.Shows at 7:40and
9;50 p>m>
Rescuers Down Under. Disrtey'slatestin
animation. Rated G_ Shaws»t7and 9;l5pj n.
Predator 2. This sequel is minus Arnold,
but Dan ny Gloverand Gary Butsey coverfor
him when the Predator terrorizes the crimeridden Los Angeles of the future. Rated R>
Shows at 730 and 9^0 p.m.

On Dec. 10 only,No-End,' abolishturn by
Krystof Kieslowski will be showing at 9:1S
Three Men and a Little lady. Steve
p^m^his film isabout themspiringinfluence Guttehberg, Ted Dansan, &>ATom Selleck
of a young, idealistic lawyer on those who reunite for what is sure to be an average
survive his death- In Polish with English sequel to an average film. Rated PG. Shows
subtitles, unrated.
*t 7:20 and 9:40 p.m.
From Dec. 1
1 through Dec 16, the Coen
brothers'("Raising Arizona") latest film ,
Millers Crossing wj'U be showing. This film
is yet another of the gangster' films to be
released this year, and it stars Albert Finney
and Gabriel Byrne.It explores the world of
gangsters mthe 1920s , with power struggles
and murders. Rated 1?> It can be seen at 9.05
only from Mom-Thursv and from Dec. 14-16,
it will bo shown at 9;05 p.m_

Starting Friday: Roolsic,. This is Clint
Eastwood's aim. He directs and stars along
with Charlie Sheen. Though it Isn't a Dirty
H^rry film, it is a cop film, and should be
pretty good , Eastwood has really improve*i
his film making abilities in recent years, and
hislove of jaj_2is even represented by pianist
LenniO Niehaus who does the soundtrack,
This film 's probably a safe bet. Rated R. Call
Hoyt's for showtimes.

V
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At .Kad-wFs Roadside Attraction \i\
Portland, «very Sunday is home to
"Unplugged* night; all acoustic set s
performed by local musicians. EverJ/
Wednesdayrrightr the_ _ed Light Revued ance
hand plays, ladies admitted free. This
Th«rsdaynight,Bela Fleckand theFIecktones
will be performing. Friday night is the
j amipin' reggae band Rockin1" Vibrations.
Saturday night, Big Chief and the
Continentalswill be rocking the house. CalJ
773-6886 for ticket information.
The Moose Alley Saloon on 46 Market
St., Portland(774-5246)is featuringliveband&
all weekend. Monday is Monday Might
Football night , with $4.50 Moosehead
pitchers. This Friday and Saturday night,
Legend will becranking out the tunes. Doors
open a. Sp.m.,theband goeson at9t13.There
is a $2 cover charge. Call 774-5246 for more
details.
At Champieos this Friday night,iteWTOS
night,, with 75 cent drafts. Check it out.

i_i^___f ___a^__ fa^rlrff _Bl_isr*___^
_M_ fflM_Ll!
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The PortlandSymphony Orchestra wtU
be performing .he Magic of Christmas, this
Friday Saturday, and Sunday, December 73. and Next Thursday through Sunday, Dec.
1_W 6_ Each nightthereisashow at^pj n.and
on both Saturdayand Sundays,thereis a 2:30
p.m- matinee. Call 773-8191 for further
information.
ThePortlandStageCempanywill present

A Man's a Man by Bertolt Brecht from Nov.
2? through Dec. _6. This fiercely funny
comedy about war and individual identity
challenges our ideas about what defines a
man. Call the box office at 774-0465 for
fur fherinformation.

Colby College's 21st Fes tival of Car ols
and tights will be celebrated on Thursday
Sitt.d Friday, Dec. 6 and 7, at 7 p.m., and
Saturday at 4 p.m. in the Lorimer Chapel.
Call 872-3660 for reservations to this event.
No charge for the reservation tickets.
This Thursday, Friday, and Saturday,
December 6,7, and 8, Colby PerformingArts
Will present "The Venetian Twins,* a
hilarious production using Commedia
DelfArte. Ticketsfar ihe productionare $2
with a ColbyID and S3for thegeneral public.
Call 872-3388 for reservations. See previous
page for review.

^^^^^Mw^^^^^^m
Bates College(Olin Arts Center)
The Moderns: Gifts fro m the Ehrenfesis,
an exhibition celebrating the collectors Frite
H. and Caroline P- Ehrenfest, is showing
untilDecember30. Theexhlbitincludesworks
from Cezanne, Matisse, Picasso, Gauguin,
Bellows, and Sloan.Forma te information on
the latest exhibits, call 786-6255.

ThisFridaynight is the Johnson-Chaplin
Commons Holiday Semi-Formal at the
Student Center. Tickets are$4 for a single, S7
far a couple,and can be obtained at the table
in the Student Center lobby.

this Saturday is the LAST DAY OF
Bowdoin College (Walker Art Building), LOUDNESS!!! There will be games, like
On display are the "Twent ieth Century dodgoball at the Fieldhouse that afternoon.
ArtfromtheCoUections." Anotherinteresting Get a dorm team togetherand head down. In
exhibit is "From Durcr to Picasso: Five the evening will be the "Loudness" Toga
Centuries of Master Prints" from a private Bash. Dress in your favorite Roman garb (or
collection. Showing until Dec. 9. For mote roommate's sheet) and get loud. It's from 10
pj n. to 2 a.m.
information , call 725-3000.

Colby College

Tho Museum of Artin Bixler.An exhibition
of 30 photographs of the tearing down of the
Berlin Wall isbcingshown. Thephotoscome
from the German consulate in Berlin,

The Indigo Girls are coming to the
Portland Expo Building on Dec. 13 at 8 p. _t.
Tickets may be purchased at all Ticketron
outlets or charge ticketshy phone.Call 1-600382-8080.
>>*.»»»< ^ M*fM *««¦?«M »»« « »*'Mp . p*tW pp . *4 t pt-H **-. I IM I III »¦>¦¦ »¦. ¦. '.*' « » M I|Vi l l i Vi l li

Compiled By Coty Snow

On Dec, 1? only, Wings of Desire, Win.

Down to earth
Continued from p age 10
man/praying he will bone it/ find
yourself something constructive to
do/read a book/be a seamstress/go
watch Dr Who."
Sheconcludes therap with a piece
of advice. "Forget gonorrhea/it 's
straig ht up aids/hey you wanna
catch it/keep doing what you're,
doing/continue lickin ' bone and
your prone to get mined."
Through her debut album , Love
is asserting her presence in the rap
industry in a way that few other
females have."B y using a variety of
extremely creative producers, and
her own impressive style matched
by none, she creates an album that
will hop efully give women the
respect they deserve in the music
business. U

Classics
Continued fro m page 10

mousse cake wit h a gr aham cra cker
crust. All of the desserts fell in the
$3.00 range.
Overall , the Gourmets advise
you to stick to the classics at Classics
( i.e. nachos , burgers and
sandwiches). The service was
friendly, the decor and music were
a nice changeof pace, and the prices
were very reasonable. So although
thoGourmets didn 't catch a g limpse
of the King, they think you should
go and have a look for yourselves.
Classics is located at the front of the
Bud get Most Motel on Kenned y
Memorial Drive.U
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Milwaukee Beast & Natural Light 1/2 Barrels-$30.89 ++
We l come ^
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Busch 1/4 Barrel- $19.89+4[j R <c i u -r una b l e s f J
Busch Bar Bottle Case-$9.49++

Callustoday!! WeVe got th7~l

fastest and least expensive
delivery in town!! We ' re
'
h ere to serve you !
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"People Kill To Swill With Big Bill"

Letters

their feet all day*They could not,
__>_•& few hours-of one dayr ignore
&a* theft way was »ot the <^iy Continued from pagelO
way. It was shoved down their
Qonimuz&frQm p agR$
throat everywheretheywent Ar&d condemn its negative counterpart,
campus. Jefs- not ignore the same 1heardpeoplesay that was-unfair, but the writings were just as visutype of isstH* that exists-between |S»t I tend to di$agrea. What Is ally ugly and unwarranted as the
unfair is for homosexuals to be graffiti in Foss.Please,expressyour
local peopleand studentsbombarded with views, but follow some rules of
The ig&iph. yee$ of IC Mart are constantly
_ idu$s. Th&t is what's unfair. common courtesy. Put up posters
indi"
hardw^rk^dvicmindedpeople,
According to last Saturday's W$ a shame that people who are or send pamphlets, but don't en$&ttind4 they raised $tjSB&for a «ncouifortable with Hheir own courage the defacement of propfo& lboy -who tfatentlyhad assart sexnaS^cannotnespectthelivesof erty.We're lucky at Colbyto have a
peoplewhoa*e,
beautiful and well-maintained
transplant.
$o,y<&,my
smite
was
fcroad
la$t
campus that studentsare proud of.
These are good people who
Friday, ICartiafly, because J. was
Even if you think that campus
deserve respectreminded that my rightto livea»d neatness should be subjugated to
was not wrong.And Tm glad the greater concern of encouraging
Deb _*Ken Cagnon iove
to' $e$ fc .her gay and tesbian important messages, you still must
members of Colby proud of who realize that graffiti is an ineffective
theyare. But mostly,because the solution.It is difficult to take some*g*affl .r reinforced my pride in thing written on a bathroom wallor
hiing *» gay man or this campus. scrawled across a sidewalk seriAnd told me the way t love is as ously. Graffiti simply isn't an inJ am writing in response to an right as everyone else's on this tellectual method to promote a
article in your last issue about campus and in the world.
viewpoint. It is trite, and it only
WMHB.You<|u0tedme#>mparing
hurls its perpetrators into close asWM8S to the station a. Sate. .
Tim &«rfon "89 sociation with bathroom humorists,
WGHL. I never made such a
Assistantto the which is hardly a relationship to
comparison.. J do not believe _
Dean of Admissions strive for.
mentioned anyfhj ngahou*IMesin
Honestly, I've always been immyspeech<U*owever,didcompare
pressed by the lack of graffiti at
WMHB to WGAO, which is the
Colby. There have been lots of anradiostationat:T5eanJa«_orCollege
gry groups during my four years
in F_a ak_fr_>- Mass.
here, but until now none of them
gates has a. format similar to
has resorted to widespread graffiti
that of ours,, one whichserves the
as an outlet. Students would have
alternative music void in Central
been angry had the Lambda Chi's
Maine. WGAO> On the other hand
J wouldjust liketothank all the spray-painted "FraternityPride"all
is m operationto train personsfor
over Lovejoy last year,and they are
careers in radio. It is completely people whtt helped keep the similarly unlikely to revel in homoformatted a»d automated, to the tradition of the Dana holiday tree sexual sympathy as they read "Gay
point that a computer program alive*it reallyhelpstobrightenthis Pride" on the sidewalks.
(«HedSeliBcfor>seJec*sthem.usica dreary part of the academic year
If there's something you feel
DJ must playforeveryshow.Itisan andbring theholldayseasonalittle strongly about,support it construcexercise in equipment: ability, not closer to Colby- A Special thank* tively and with conviction. Any
musical ability. Until thi$ summer you to Sandy Colhoun for taking cause you believe in demands perWGAO had an alternative format the time to get, theball rollingand sonal confidence before it has a
similarto tha . bfoursbut 'theeoHege forgettmgthe tti^'and also thanks prayer of being accepted by those
administration forced a change- 1 to John Po. I*chuck for Spear* who are skeptical. Graffiti is a cheap
mentionedthat station to illustrate heading theeffort in t. ana* Thanks way out for documenting convichow X. or pmMpsanyone, does not guys, and «very»Re else who tion, and thus will always be an
want WMHB to suffer a similar helped. It really looks gte$$.
ugly and ineffective tool .Q
de__d_e_
taelt.inman^3
Mycpmpari$0n Wa$oneto$how
Dana
Hall President
howluckyweare. and how much
freedom and leeway I realized we
Campus Rep Wanted To Run
have now_ My points wete drawn
Ski
And Spring Break Trips For
from information I t&&v&S at a
Free Travel Or Commission.
radio station conference! attended
Call Sno-Search (413) 533-1600.
earlier thisyear, It certainly was art
eye-opening experience.
This letter is addressedtothose WAKE AND BAKE!! FOR
)ason T*Coldberger *03 members of the Colby community SPRING BREAKIN JAMAICA/
Assistant General Manager of who have taken the time to reach CANCUN/MARGARITA ISWMHB out and help people of the
waterviite communityColby is a LAND. Starting at $449! Orgamty tma httl of sortsand J am proud
to see the large number of people
takingthginitiatf vetomovebeyond
thfe Gif apw and give a hand.Often
Colbystudentsar caccuscd ofbeing
overly apathetic,.but in the past
<
When I walked oat of the three months I bav£ seen this
Admissions Office on Friday last disproved by many "
Ik makesmefcel greatto secthc
week,a smiteswept across my face.
wonderful
things that you do, to
To see tho sidewalks covered with
see
the
face
of a person whose life
''graffiti" whlchpraisoddifferences
you
have
made
that mu _h better
instead of ridiculed them, was
It
This
tetter
is
a
'Thank
yon/'but it's
vna rvelou^ showed a positive
Those
of you
not
really
necessary*
initiative on the part of students,
o
have taken pari in
vvho many claim to be lazy and wh
V0)
w.te0ri$m
have already bwn
to
unthink ing,
stand up for
be
it
by an elderly man
"thanked/
,
.everyone' right to live and love
f reely, it was a trait that K was Snre who needed a little company or a
small child who was hungry,
students here possessed*
Thank you,
However, while I smiled, fhotc
went, other* who did not. Many
Paul Diamond
people wereinsulted at the slogans
Colby
Volunteer
Center
md words that were constantly at

Scribbl e

WMHB article
incorrect

Thanks for
keeping
Dana tree alive

Classifieds

VoMnfeers
valuable

Graffitti
reinforces
gay pride

Sidewalks

recommended a minority studies
requirement to each student. It
such as: KICK SADDAM'S ASS, would mark on the students'
KILL THE CAMEL JOCKEYS, or transcript whether they had taken
INVADE KUWAIT NOW? What one. It is merely another example of
about the student who feels that the College speaking loudly about
homosexuality is absolutely its commitment to diversity, and
immoral? Will that student be free following it up with nothing
to express his or her opinion on the concrete.
I am a firm believer in the power
walkways?
of
education.
Education will not rid
In lightof last Friday'smessages,
Colby
entirely
of racism, but it will
I believe any group should havethe
sensitize
students
to other racesand
right to write in chalk on our
sidewalks. However, we must cultures. Many people are not
realize that some people (perhaps necessarily racist at heart, I hope,
not here at Colby, but in the but simply ignorant. Giving them
community at large) may have an appreciation of life outside their
found the chalk messages just as own homogeneous world will
repugnant as you or I might find an improve life for everyone at Colby,
ahti-Semetic message. Echo writer and the only way to do this is
Steve Collier addressed some of through requiring every single
these same questions last week, student to take a minority studies
stating, "curtailing the use of course.Q
disturbing language merely hides
the real problem of ignorance." He
is right. While one person may be Continued
from page9
offended by gay rights messages
and another by militaristic draft?
messages,, they are both valid and
Many of these issues have to be
important statements.
tackled and questioned profusel y
The question still remains, will before they can be accepted. That
Colby sidewalks become an open was the main gist behind "Berkeley
medium for political statements of in the Sixties,"and that is something
any nature? Only time will tell.Q
that we all must realize. If you agree
with troop presence in the gulf,
think about why. Maybe it 's not
such a bad idea,but the results could
Continued f rom p a g e9
also be absolutely tragic for
humanity.
As students, we can be
Racism may even be worsethan
conscientious
objectors; we. are
during the time of the Husson
incident. Some mi ght say we supposed to think. Think and think
already
have too many again.
There will be a special showing
requirements, but why not reduce
of
"Berkeley"
on Sunday at 3:30 to
one ofthe other disciplines,or make
benefit
the
Maine
Progressive. If
every Freshman Seminar based on
some aspect of minority studies? you haven't seen the film , and
After all, what can be more whether you're a conservative or a
important than learning how to liber al,a Republican or a Democrat,
function, without prejudice, in a see it and think about it. The issues
society that is growingmore racially discussed in the film will onl y
become more relevant in the
diverse every day.
immediate future.Q
in
fact,
The College has,
Continued f romp a g e9

Berkeley

Racism

nized group travel free! Book
early and save $30.

home.
504-646-1700 Dept. P6683.

RENT-A-ROOM in an attractiveolder Oakland home. You'll
have your own bedroom and
use of the rest of the house, (inc.
Washer/Dryer!!). $260 per
Assemblers: Excellent income month (includes utilities). Call
to assemble products from your 465-9650

$EASY MONEY!!' I will pay
$25 for your phone book. Call
Lee RamseyCollectat: (615)5777237.

Stacy Porath and her date share a funny
moment at last Saturday night's Cotillion

p lioto by Craig Appelbaum
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The Colby Spa , Just
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you mav receive a ROADTRIP USA gamecard and official rules by mailing a self-addressed, first-class-stamped business envelope
Limit
1
gamecard/rules
IL
60126-8603.
July 1,1991, to: Follett Gamecard/Rules, P.O. Box 8603, Elmhurst ,
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By Amy Vreeland
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
in__BwiiBa_an.Hsna__a____iKB *n_nn________nM

What do you get when you
combine administration and
faculty and you throw them on
a basketball-court? Why , the
NBA,of course. Or in this case,
the "Noon-Time Basketball
Association."
"The NBA was started very
selfishl y by me 4-5 years ago,"
said Associate Dean of
Students Mark Serdjenian. "I
prefer to play something to
running. The first time, I went
to the gym and shot alone,
which wasn't much fun. The
next few times,I invited people,
and we played either one-onone or two-on-two. The NBA
progressed and the rest is just
basketball folklore."

The NBA plays full court
games on Tuesd ay, Thursday,
and Friday between 12 and 1
P.M.The team members also
have official reversible jerseys

Colby staff and students keep in shap e by p lay ing hoops.

wi\i_n say v_uiuy iNDn.

The teams are always different and they
ar e sp lit up by Serdjenian who calls himself
the "self-proclaimed commissioner."
"On an average day we have enough at
least to play 4 on 4 -some days we get twentyp lus. We are most happy when we have 10 to
14 people - not too many players," he said.
Serdjenian said that the NBA emphasis is
on fun. "It is fairly informal and we don't use
the scoreboard ."
Player qualifications or restrictions don't
p lay a big part in the Colby NBA,except there
is no dunking allowed. "When I first started,
the rule was that to play, you had to be either
under 5'10 or over 40. We've since relaxed
that rule and have had several waivers
granted on interim."
The NBA has a solid nucleus of

administrative and faculty players. Among
them are Dean of Admission and Financial
Aid Parker Beverage, Associate Dean of
Housing Paul Johnston, Ph ysics Professor
Tom Pickering, Instructor of Athletics Tom
Dexter, Football Coach Al Holiday, Coach
Thomas Smith,Sociology and Anthropology
Professor Adam Weisberger, Modern
Languages Tony Anemone, Philosophy and
Reli gion Professor Tony Cunningham,
Chemistry Professor Dan Libby, Financial
Aid Officer Ludger Duplessis,Controller Bob
St. Pierre, Sports Information Director Carol
Anne Beach, and Associate Dean of
Residential Life Joyce McPhetres -Maisel.
Libbyisinhissixthyear with theNBA/'It's
a go od oppor t unit y to run an d play a t
lunchtime," he said. There are generally

played «very day during JanPlanandsecond semester. They
have also been seen on the
outside courts playing 3 6n-3
during the summer.
'Things start off kind of slow
inthefall/' said Libby. "It'shard
to get organized especiall y
when some of the regulars like
Mark are involved with fall
sports. November is when the
NBA really gets going."
Beach is the only other
female NBA-player. "1 played
basketball here at Colby so I
really enjoy the game. I started
playing tMs year after I learned
about it through Mark and
Paul."
Although Beach has. not
p layed often in the NBA this
year, she enjoys the competition
of the games and hopes that
more women will get involved .
"It would be fun to see more
women down there, she said.
Everyone is pretty relaxed and
laid-back when we are picking
the teams but once you start
p hoto by J osh Friedman
playing it gets competitive as
everyone gets into the game."
"The levels vary in terms of
enough people there to get a fair amount of competition,"said Johnston."There are times
exercise. The group of people are fairly when it gets serious and we play competitive
reasonable to p lay with - everyone is pretty ball. The players also change. .Some come
calm although it does get heated sometimes. religiously - it depends on their schedule."
It's a fairly friendl y game - nobody hacks the
Beverage came to the NBA with high
ball."
school, college, and graduate school
"For me it's one of the best form s of basketball experience, so he's no stranger to
exercise," said McPhetres -Maisel. "1 used to competition. He mentioned the competition
run a lot but that can get boring. Basketball is between himself and fellow class of '68 gra d,
great aerobically, and you don't have to think Libby. "Dan Libb y g ives me the bi ggest
about it."
difficulty. We have a good time beating up on
As one of two female players,McPhetres- one another in a friendly way."
Maisel enjoys the camaraderie of the NBA
Beverage sees the NBA not only "a s an
and the break that it gives in the day. "I have opportunity to stay in sliape, but also as a
a great time - the group that plays is way for some of us on the administrative side
wonderful. If I can get out for an hour at to get to know the faculty. "Q
lunch I find it to be real stress-releasing."
The NBA peaked last year when it was

Scor eboard

T!usweek's Devastator of tho Week award
goes to men. « basketball forward john
0aUe__\e&'92v.ho wears-LarryBlrd'sruimber
2& ft* .hat's- not th<. Only . ompar.. on that
can be made between these two forwards.
Likethe Celtic's amazing Bird. Daileaneshas
found a knackfor scoring e#rly in this young
sgasoft, Duringihe. r twowtah.$ wo. ken4.
over tufts %$9 and over Suffolk l0_ -?2,
Daileanes averaged an incredible31points*
AgainstTufts he scored 32$md theft the next
night against Suffolk,he poured in 50 more,
Not only that m. . hoalso nailedth» winning
bucket with;(Bleft againstTufts, Qncaagain,
congratulations, .a re In order for John
Pal.e«wk

Men's Basketball
11/30
12/1
12/5
12/8

Colby 80 Tufts 79 (OT)
Colby 108 Suffolk 72
HUSSON 7:30
at Salem State 3:00

Women 's Basketball
11/30
12/5
12/8

Tuf ts 63 Colby 57
HUSSON 5:30
at Salem State 1:00

Men 's Hockey

12/1 UMass5Colby 4
12/5 at Bowdoin 7:00
12/8 SALEM STATE 3:30

Women 's Hockey
11/30
12/1
12/5
12/8

Colby 5 U of New Brunswick 0
Brown 2 Colby I (OT)
at Bowdoin 4:00
HARVARD 12:00

all caps designate home games
phiV
t aiteanes r92

- pto nttyfah Medman

I-PLAY Update
By Beth Cronin
STAFF WRITER

The I-PLAY volleyball season is in full
swi ng wit h onl y six dorms remaining out of
the original 20 in the sing l e elimi nation
tournament. The survivors in the heated
competition arc Johnson A,Johnson B,Averill
A, Butler, Leonard, and the Heights. The
semi-finals and finals will be played on Dec.
8 in the field houso.

The I-PLAY committee is planning an
action-packed January with a variety of sports
offered to combat those winter blues. The
new hockey system i s f inalized and a draf t
will b e insta ted to avoid the stacked teams of
previous years. The nowprogram, designed
t o promote f ai r te ams an d tough er
competition, will b egin tho f i rs t week of
January. So, anyone interested in p laying
shoul d sign up in the Stu-A offi ce or con tact
Chris Caponi before leaving for break. Other
possibilities for Jan Plan includca ping-pong
t ournamen t, and 3-on-3 baskctball.Q

THE OFF-CAMPUS STUDY OFFICE

JANUARY HOURS:

MONDAY-THURSDAY , 1-4 P.M.

Critica lPoint
••

Sports Shorts
By Christine Dash
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change within
Hiere is talk of further
com
_ngj anua?y;
the N?LAY4^.^this
And these changesare. just as-radical as
But
theones feattded to us lz&t.mmme?.
thgt
the
proposed
the difffeft&nce here is
ch^ ngeiwerenothanded to«. ^higher
authority,and theymight actually work*
The changes Fm talking about are
only goingto affescfc thejanuaryhockeyIIBLAYleaguev^ichh^tradlHoHaUybE^n.
run by stucteats. In the past/ including
last year, there has always-been one or
two "stacked* teams Which run over
people and c&v&ty damin^te , And ifs
<*asyto see why> Mot that manypeople
men or women,know how to skatewell
enough to b&a factoron theice. So,if you
get a team taj th five or six good skaters,.
chances are* you'd do weE in I-PLAY
hockey. But not this year.

STAFF WRITER

Chris Caponi 49l, a member of the
vaj^sftyl^odceyteam^ha&pisoposedadraft
$y$tem> the captain, oi theteem*would
submit a team roster.Caponi wouldthen
collect all the /osters and makeonebig
Ifet - tfee ^eligible player" list. Then the
<tapta. n$ would drafts like m every
profesaonalspor^playersihattheywant,
untaall "eligibleplayers"are gone,
"'The draft system should mafe. f*
HAYa lot fata Hopefully, we won't
have |usfc two stacked teams-/ said
Caponl. And I agree. With the
implementation; Of the draft, the good
playerswillbe dispersed among ail the
teams. And since there won't be any
trades, the players will stay on the team
that chosethem. The direct resultof th_ .

shavttdbe competition, not &lowo«ts>Q

52 FRONT ST.
873-6228
Jusch Bar Bottles $9.55++
7 reixenet Champagne

Wc have t he b es t selec t ions
for your Secre t Sant a gif t s

UJe

£
I J ** ****** §gj Bring Us You r Returnables

^SM3f^SISMS

The WOMEN'S BASKETBALL team lost
63 - 57 in last Friday's game against Tufts.
Kim Derrington '91, Deanne Newton '91,
Liz Cimino '92, Maria Kim '93, and Beth
Montgomery '93 started the game.
Montgomery missed the second half because
of a back injury, and Sally Zimmerli '93
¦
. licv/l.oops
replaced her.The tepr- - -v.. win
¦
in the beginning, a_ i_. . :•:. _ !. hv g 29-28 at
half-time. They pulled a quick lead at the
start of the second half, and the game
remained very close until the end, when
Tufts hit some key free throws that put the
game out of reach.

g«Spj|§^

Graduate School of
Architecture,Planning,
and Preservation

^^W^
I J ^r I
^

HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS. '
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas . South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL. NOW I Call refundable.

45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE

Applications are being accep ted for
the 1991- 1992 academic year a t the

The program offers a choice of academic terms:
1. Summer , 1991 in New York and Fall, 1991 in Paris.
2. Fall, 1991 in New York and Spring, 1992 in Paris.
Applications due March 15, 1991
Application forms and additional information may
be obtained from: '
Dean of Admissions
Graduate School of Architecture ,
Planning, and Preservation
400 Avery Hall
Columbia University
N ew York , New York 10027
(212) 854-3510
Columbia Univorni ty la an affirmative ) nctlon /oqunl opportun ity Institution

? Quality Books and Magazine s
??? Special Orders
^
?Cards and 1991 Calendars
? Sunday New York Times & Boston Globe

DAVE'S
BARBERSHOP
TUES-FRI: 7.30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00
873-1010

We buy back
textbook s
Best pr ices in town!

BHBICT

1-206-736-0775 , Ex t. 600N

The Shape of
TwoCities:
New York/Paris
Special Undergraduate Program, A junior year
introduction to architecture, urban planning, and
historic preservation for students who have
completed their sophomore year at an accredited
college or university. Students spend the first
semester in New York at the Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation and the
second semester in Paris at Columbia's studio and
classroom facility in the historic Marais district.

UMass at Boston defeated the MEN'S
HOCKEY team Saturday, 5-4. Colby was
down 2-0 going into the third period, but
then scored two goals in :39to tie,then another
goal 3:30 later to go ahead. Derek
Bettencourt '92 and Chris Caponi '91
combined in the :39 barrage while Mike
Flynn '92 put Colby ahead 3-2. All three
goals were power play goals. UMass, even
thoug h they committed 10 penalties
throughout the game, fought hard to tie.
Another goal by Bill Foster '92 put Colby
ahead 4-3. Then, UMass tied the game up
with only :48 left. After only :58 of overtime,
UMass scored the winning goal. The first
line of Bettencourt, Flynn and Foster
accounted for 10 out ofthe possible 12 points
scored. Colby also amassed 45 shots on net to
UMass's 27.Q

Ike LittCe CBoofcstore "That Could

Crisis® Ship Jobs

*f^______flt_!T?i___j______(_i__l

The WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY team
placed second in the Colby Invitational,
winning Friday night against the Canadian
team from U. of New Brunswick by a score of
5-0, but losing Saturday to Brown, who had
defeated Bowdoin 9-1,in the championships.
At the end of regulation and five minutes of
overtime versus Brown,the score was tied at
1-1. Each team selected five shooters, who
alternated taking penalty shots. Brown won
the shoot-out, 1-0. Heather Hamilton '92
scored the one goal in regulation time against
Brown,whileDina Cloutier '91accumulated
32 saves while guarding Colby's goal against
Brown. Shawn Gager '92 tended the goal
against New Brunswick who went on to
defeat Bowdoin 4-3to win third place overall.

In MEN'S BASKETBALL, the team was
successful both Friday and Saturday nights,
winning against Tufts 80-79 on Friday, and
beating Suffolk 108-72 Saturday. Tom
Dorion '91, the starting point guard, was
injured midway through Friday'sgame,and
was replaced by Clint Williams '91. John
Daileanes '92 scored 32 points, and threw in
the winning bucket with three seconds left.
While Daileanes was bombing away from
three point land,Kevin VvTiitmore'91played
a fine game. On Saturday, the tandem of
Daileanes and Whitmore combined for 55
points. Daileanes had 30 while Whitmore
added 25. Williams again substituted for the
injured Dorion, playing a good floor game.
Paul Butler '93 and Greg Becker '92 both
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rebounded well. Colby out rebounded
Suffolk 52-20.

f tsf ius about additional10% discount!

The Ir on Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Square , Waterville
872-0939
Open Mon.-Thurs., 10-7, Fri. & Sat., 10-9, Sun. 12-5
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Fine Woolens
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Since 1882

Wool Fabrics * Pewter Ornaments * Necklaces * Key Rings
Car Robes * Scarves & Neckties * Hand Knitting Yarns
Gifts & Novelties * Johnson Hunting Jackets & Pants
Mitts & Tote Bags * Sheepskin Rugs & Dusters
SPECIAL
SELECTED
YARN SALE
Wool Blankets
I Wool Sweaters j
January 7-19th
$5.00 & Up
On Sale
20%' Off
>
Great Christmas Gifts
25%-50% Off
All Knitting Yarns
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2 Miles West of I-95
10% Off non-Sa le
Items with this ad
Intersec tion of Rtes. 23 & 137
_Oakland , Maine
2 0 7 - 4 6 5 - 90 8 0

*
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New St 0re Hours
Mon _ Sat 9-30-5-30
'
"

Sun. 12:00-5 :00
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Men's hockey loses heartfore aker, 5-4
and Flynn.The goal tied the game
and ignited the crowd. Colby then
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
went ahead 3-2 when Flynn scored
at 14:28 of the third.
The excitement of the third
The Colby men's hockey team
period continued when U. Mass.
entertained theU.Mass.Boston team
managed to tie the game 15:01. The
at the Alfond Arena Saturday, but
tie was soon broken when Foster
lost5-4inovertime.TheWhiteMules
scored 59 seconds later. The goal,
came into the game with a 1-0-1
assisted by Flynn and Bettencourt,
record, and hadn't beaten U. Mass
put Colby ahead 4-3 with four
for two years. And now they'll have
minutes to go. But it wouldn't last.
to wait until Jan. 19to turn this streak
With58 secondsleft in the game,
around.
U. Mass'Jim Dalton sent the game
The first two periods of the game
into overtime. Dalton shot from
saw the Mules get shut-out by U.
the top ofthe right circleand hit the
Mass. goalie Tom Apprille. He
inside ofthe far post.Dalton at one
turned away 12 Colby shots in the
time was the goat for U. Mass.,
first period while his team scored
collecting two penalties that led to
late in the period off a shot from the
Colby goals, but he would
point.They added a second goal early
eventually prove to be the hero.
in the second period. Senior forward
In overtime, U. Mass. sent the
Jim Abban shot the puck past fallen
White
Mules packing with a goal
photo by Andy Bess
UMass' Kevin Gibbons turns away another one of Colby 's 45 shots
Colby goalie Eric Turner 93'.
just 55seconds into the extra period.
The second period continued the
Dalton scored again with art assist from forward John Veneri.
hard hitting action of the first, and the energy was high going were scored during the period,with Colby scoring two in the The score ended the game,and left the Mules feeling down.
into the third period.
span of 39 seconds. Three of Colby's four goals came on
"I was disappointed and mad, but as a team I think we
For the first two periods, however, Colby needed to play power plays as U. Mass amassed ten in the game.
played well," said Descoteaux.
the kind of aggressive hockey that peaked in the third period.
The Mules got on theboard at 10:11of third when forward
Despite the loss, the Mules showed some good signs.
'To be successful as a team we need to work hard and be Derek Bettencourt '92 scored with a shot from the right point. Utilization of the power play definitely improved.
aggressive, since we are not as talented as other teams," said The goal came on a two man advantage for Colby. The first
"The power play has not been too strong in the past. And
co-captain David Descoteaux '91. Bill Foster '92 also thought line of Bettencourt, Foster and Mike Flynn '92 accounted for in order for a team to be successful, the power play must
that the physical play was good.
10 ofthe 12 possible points, with Foster and Flynn figuring in contribute to the goal scoring. I think in Saturday's game, we
"It was great to hit hard because U. Mass. came in trying all the goals for the Mules,including assisting on Betten court's did just that," said Descoteaux. The power play was 0 for 7 in
to intimidate us, and we hit them harder then they hit us," goal.
the first two periods, but broke out with three power play
said Foster.
"We had not scored much in the first two games, but it goals in the third. Colby also found its way to the net,
The Mules can also expect more of this kind of play. "We seemed ' that during the third period everything came collecting 45 shots on goal while only allowing 27.
are a small team and teams are going to try to intimidate us," together," said Foster.
The Mules have two more games before the winter break.
said Foster.
Thirty nine seconds after Bettencourt's goal, forward On Wednesday they will play at Bowdoin, and Salem State
In the third period, Colby finally broke loose. Six goals Chris Caponi '91 beat Apprille after being set up by Foster will come to Waterville for an afternoon matinee on Dec. 8.Q
By Elliott Barry

Women take second in tourney
Colby hoops wins tw©
Ahsa At tardi

MANAGING EDITOR
Lori Wright

EDITOR

With zero seconds on the
clock, John Daileanes '92 sunk the
winning basket against Tufts, propelling Colby to a 90-89 win in last
Friday's basketball game.
Although Colby was leading
at the half and had a six point lead
with ten minutes left in the game,
Tufts quickly closed the gap tying
it up with threeminutes remaining.
Tufts trailed by a point (85-86)
with 25 seconds left on the clock.
A Kevin Whitmore '91 basket
brought tho score to 85-88 and a
Colby victory seemed onlya matter

of. time. But a Tufts three-point
shot tied the game with only 8
seconds left.
Overtime looked certain, but a
Colby foul brought Tufts player
Dan Meserve to the free-throw line
for two shots, as the Tufts fans
went crazy. Meserve missed his
first shot but sunk the second to
give Tufts a 89-88 lead.
Colby regained possession and
called a time-out to stop the clock
with 3 seconds left. Tom Dorion
'91 passed to Daileanes who made
the winning shot at the buzzer.
In a well-matched battle that
kept Colby and Tufts neck and
neck,Coach Dick Whitmore called
the game a "rebirth" after All-Star
Matt Hancock graduated last May.
"It was fantastic," he said.
The next day, Colby had an
easier win, beating Suffolk 108-72.

By Paul Argiro

SPORTS EDITOR
The Colby women's hockey
team hosted its annual invitational
tournament this weekend and
placed second . On Friday, they
defeated the University of New
Brunswick5-0 and on Saturday they
lost to Division I Brown, 2-1 in a
shoot out period.
"We lost to Brown 6-0 last year.
But this year we played out of our
minds, staying with them, and
taking them into a shoot-out
period ," said Captain Kay
Cowperthwait '91 who had scored
a goal against Mew Brunswick.
Against New Brunswick,Shawn
Gager '92 played red hot as she shut
them out 5-0. Scottie King '92 had
two goals as did Heather Hamilton
'92 who scored two power play
goals. The five goal output was a
welcome sight to a team that had
troublein that department last year.
"We have a lot more goal scoring
than in the past. That, combined
with our strong defense and strong
goaltcnding, will make this an
interesting year/' said Hamilton.

Against Brown, the team knew
it would have to take its play to a
higher level.The day before,Brown
had spanked Bowdoin 9-1 and was
looking to do the same against
Colby. But the Colby women had

pitoto by Andy Bess
Heather Hamilton '92

different plans.
"W c played one of our best
games against Brown since I've been
here," said King who transferred
here from UNH last January and
now is the leading scorer on the
squad. "Brown is just the starting
point. Now we must prove
ourselves against Division HI

teams."
With the score tied 1-1 after
regulation (Hamilton scored
Colby's lone goal assisted by King,
on a power play), Colby was
prepared to head into overtime
against this tough Division I team.
The scored remained tied after the
sudden death. It was on to a shootout.
'There is something about a
shoot-out that pulls a tea m
together," said Cowperthwait.
"Last year we ended the season
against Bowdoin in a shoot-out and
it really brought the team together.
Having a shoot-out this early in the
season is going to be an important
factor."
Brown eventually won the
shoot-out, but Dina Cloutier '91
played exceptionally well. Brown
liad 33 shots for the game to Colby's
'
11.
Colby faces Harvard at the
Alfond Arena on Saturday. With
the depth , the scoring power, and
strong defense, they could be
"heading toward the Division III
Championships , "according to
Hamilton.?

